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INTRODUCTION
The 19?6 Report of the Central Committee of the RCP, Reuolutionary Work in a Non-Reuolutionary Situatio4 takes on great
significance in light of recent two-line struggle within the Farty
against the revisionist headquarters headed up by Mickey Jarvis

and Leibel Bergman.
This Second Plenary Session of the First CC was the first malor
encounter between the two lines within the RCP which became increasingly concentrated into two headquarters within leading
bodies of the Party*the majority of the Central Committee head-ed by its Chairman, Comrade Bob Avakian, and the factional apparatus of Jarvis and Bergman.
The'76 CC meeting took place approximately one year after the
Founding Congress of the RCP. In the period since ihe formation
of the Party, a strong right wing, economist trend had developed

in the Party-in part growing out of

spontaneous tendeniies

within the working class movement, including in the ranks of the
Party, and increasingly promoted by the Jarvis-Bergman head-

quarters.

The proletarian leadership of the Party had recognized the
light wing tendency and taken some prompt steps to
correct it. The article "The Day to Day Struggle and the Revolu.
tionary Goal" and the two articles specifically dealing with the
mass line, appearing it Reuolution in the May '?6, DeCember ,25
and Manch '76 issues respectively (and republished in the pamphlet The Mass Linel, were all efforts in this direction.
Much of the focus of the'76 CC Report is directed at the errors
connected with the formulation of "center of gravity of the parry s
work"-which was adopted at the Founding Congress as a desciiption of the Party's policy, also adopted at that time, of concentrating its work in the economic struggles of the workers.
From the beginning, the "center of gravity" formulation fed the
slontaneous tendency to reduce the class struggle to the day-todeveloping

day economic struggles and to lose sight of the goal of revoluiion,
socialism and communisrn. It made a special stage out of waging
the economic struggle and set this struggle up aslhe standard for
evaluating all other actions and events-i.e. in terms of how thev
affected the economic struggle, instead of how all the party,s wori<
contributed to, and how every babtle should be built toward the
goal of socialist revolution. It was coupled with and reinforced a
tendenoy to downplay the political and theoretical as'pects of the
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class struggle, to liquidate work among the oppressed nationalities

and other sections of the people and negate the Party's strategy
for revolution*building a revolutionary united fronl against rmperialism under proletarian leadership.
While the formulation "center of gravity" itself promoted these
wrong tendencies, by far the most serious danger to the Party was
the way in which the developing revisionist headquarters seized
upon this formulation and tried to turn it into, in Lenin's words, "a
special slogan" with which to push their all-round revisionist line.
It was exactly against this tendency, most especially developed in
the burgeoning revisionist headquarters, that the '76 CC Report
was directed.

Later, with the full flowering of the bwoJine struggle, the formulation "center of gravity" and the policy of concentrating the
work of the Party in the economic struggle was itself criticized and
repudiated at the Second Congress in early 19?8. This Congress
also noted that the Party must continue to devote particular attention today to uniting with, building and providing political leadership to the economic struggles as an important part of developing
the workers' movement into the class conscious struggle against
the capitalist class. But it also stressed that this did not mean that
the agitation carried but by the Party should be exclusively or
even mainly cenLered on the economic st ruggle,
Since the '76 CC Report was directed in opposition to the
developing right wing line, it is not surprising that it met with
stubborn resistance from the developing revisionist headquarters
before, during and after this Central Committee meeting. The first
section of the Report "{Some Points and Questions on) Revolutionary Work in a Non-Revolutionary Situation" was drafted by
Comrade Avakian and, after discussion on standing bodies of the
CC, was distributed to all members of the CC prior to the plenary
meeting. Those who held allegiance to M. Jarvis in particular
organized in opposition to the line of "Some Points" and frantically tried to win others to their point of view in the days before lhe
CC meeting was officially convened.
Jarvis and Bergman and a few other revisionist leaders
themselves tried to bide their time and let those under tirem
spearhead the opposition to the Report. Once the Plenary was officially convened, and Comrade Avakian delivered an opening
speech, "Further Remarks on Revolutionary Work in a NonRevolutionary Situation," the Jarvis-Bergman forces signalled a
hasty retreat and gave up their efforts to openly oppose the CC
Report and chose instead to put up a fight around several par"
ticulars that were discussed in the course of the Plenary the deci
sion to launch a campaign to form a national workers organization,

the question of the role of
the comfiunist, youth
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at its Founding Congress. Its analysis of the present situation-the "downward spiral" of the world capitalist
system, the tasks of the Party in maximizing the political gains
that can be made in today's circumstances lnd, lbove all, the
orienta-tion laid_out o! keeping to the "high road" of revolutionary
strugglelllrd9eq, the Report became known informalty in the party
as the "High Road Report") and rejecting the revisionist rut of
building the struggle of today with no relation to the revolutionary
goal-remain key points of study for those seeking to make revolution in the U.S.
The '76 CC Report reaffirmed the following principle, which has
been upheld by our Party since its formation:
as established

"Even in ordinary times, when it is leading the masses in
the day-today struggle, the proletarian party should

ideologically, politically and organizationally prepare its
own ranks and the masses for revolution and oromote
revolutionary struggles, so that it will not miss th! opportunity to overthrow the reactionary regime and establiih a
new state power when the conditions for revolution are
ripe. Otherwise, when the objective conditions are ripe, the
proletarian party will simply throw away the opportunity
of seizing victory." (from the Chinese Communist party's
"Proposal Concerning the General Line of the Inrcr;ational Communist Movement," Foreign Languages Press,
1963)

Portions of the '76 Report were excerpted and slightly edited for
publication in.8e uolution in the June and July 19?7 issues. At this
time we are making available not only what already appeared in
Revolution but the entire Report with some minor editing and
footnotes added.
Chicago, June 1978

(SOME POINTS AND QUESTIONS ON)

REVOLUTIONARY WORK IN A
NON-REVOLUTIONARY SITUATION

(1) The objective situation sets the stage on which the Party
plays its role. There is a dialectical relationship, however, between
objective and subjective conditions. What is objective for the Party-for example, the mood of the masses-is subjectiue for those
same masses (another way of applying what Mao says in On Contradiction, "what is universal in one context becomes particular in
another." and vice versa). Due to this same fact-the dialectical
relationship between objective and subjective-there is an inter-

penetration between them, they react upon each other and
therefore the objective situation can be changed by the action of
the conscious forces on the basis of grasping not onLy the general
Laws of deuelopment, but also the particulqrity of the conditions
(contrq.dictions) that you are immediately confronted with (in this
process the subjective changes, too). Hence Lenin's statement that
the "living soul of Marxism is the concrete analysis of concrete
conditions."
It is in this light that the statement by Mao in Oppose Book
Worship has to be understood, "Communists should create
favorable new situations through struggle." They cannot create
these favorable new conditions out of thin air-or out of the mere
subjective desire to see more favorable conditions, or the will to

create them-but by concretely analyzing the objective conditions,
the immediate contradictions that have to be moved on to push
everything forward, and on that basis d,eveloping lines and policies
to advance. In the same article Mao stresses that, "Without Investigating the Actual Situation, There is Bound to Be an Idealist
Appraisal of Class Forces and an Idealist Guidance in Work,
Resulting Either in Opportunism or in Putschism." As opposed to
this, he puts forward in this same article the method of making a
"correct appraisal of class forces, and then to formulate the correct
tactics for the struggle."
The point, then, of analyzing the objective conditions, of making
a concrete analysis of concrete conditions, is to be able to determine how to change those conditions in accordance with the laws
of development of society (and nature) and the revolutionary interests of the working class*which in turn are determined by and
in accordance with these same laws of development.

(2) What are the objective conditions we face today? The

MPR*makes an important analysis:
"The present crisis is a world-wide crisis of the imoerialist
system and the first such crisis since the firsi world
economic crisis of the'30s and the war and redivision of
the world among the imperialists that followed it. The corr
ditions of the crisis in each capitalist countrv react uDon
each other due to the interdependenci of the whole'imperialist system. This crisis will continue to
deepen-although it develops unevenly in different countries*both within the U.S. and within the imoerialisr
system as a whole. The options and maneuvering room of
the U.S. imperialists are lessening and will continue to do
so, despite ups and downs in the situation. . . U.S. imperialism, together with the whole imperialist system,
world-wide, is enmeshed in a deepening crisis-a real crisis
and not simply a'downturn in the business cycle., And the
direction is doarn, despite whatever temporaiy and parLial
'ups' there may be within this." (pp. 9-10)
The MPR analyzes this in some of its main features, in particular
the falling rate of profit, the contradiction between governmenr
spending land borrowing) and Lhe accumulation (and productive investment) of private capital. Eusjness Weeh, in a special issue
(Sept. 22, 1975), confirms and even expands on these iame points
(while part of the purpose of this bourgeois magazine is to influence government policies in certain clear directions-tax cuts
for the corporations, especially in regard to investment in.new
plants and equipment, big slashes in federal and other governurent
spending, attacks on wages and benefits of government workers
and the working class in general-this special issue does reveal real
contradictions, and hint at the depth of them, for the bourgeoisie.)
. A _big contradiction pointed to in this BW special: agriculture
has been one
the strong points of the declining U.S.lconomy
-of
and a basis of strength-and blackmail-for the U.S. imnerialisti
worldwide. But, according to 8W. agriculture, even big agri
business, is heavily dependent on "external" sources of moneylor
new investmentlloan capital) and the " fas tes t-growi ng supplier of
capital to agriculture today" is the government. But to supply this
money to agricultural enterprises, the government has to borrow a
lot itself and "there are limits to how much borrowins federal
agencies can do without shoving obher borrowers ouI of the
market." In other words, the same contradiction between different
sectors of the economy "starved" for capital, the same anarchy-and the tug and pull on the bourgeois government-charac,
*Main Political Report to the Party's Founding
Congress

teristic of capitalism.
This competition and anarchy is and will continue to be all the
more sharply felt in the period ahead, according to the principle
Marx noted:

"So long as things go well, competilion effects an
operating fraternity of the capitalist class. . . so that each
shares in the common loot in proportion to the size of its
respective investment. But as soon as it no longer is a
question of sharing profits, but of sharing losses, everyone
tries to reduce his own share to a minimum and to shove it
off upon anolher . . . The antagonism between each individual capitalist's interesLs and those of the capitalist class
as a whole then comes to the surface, just as previously the
identity of these interests operated in practice through
competition." lCapital, Yol. III, p. 253)
This is the economic basis for the ever fiercer in-fighting and "dirty politics" of the bourgeoisie and its political representatives.
We need to make a much more thorough, deep-going and allsided analysis of the development of the crisis, of the aclual conditions and features of the crisis of U.S. imperialism-as well as the
imperialist system internationally-and we have made some headway {through a team assigned to carry this out) in this area. (This
investigation will be completed, systematized and prepared in
book form within the next year* and will be an important contribution to the revolutionary movement, both here and
internationally.)
But the analysis we have made, based on what we do know, is
fundamentally correct and is being borne out by developments in
the real world. So, what does it mean thal this is a major crisis, not
just a "cyclical downturn" and that it will continue to deepen,
despite temporary and partial "ups" within this? It means that, as
opposed to earlier times in the post WW 2 period, when the U.S.
economy was hit by recessions, things have entered into a specific
downward spiral (not q straight Line down) which will only give
way Lo another spiral through a major change in the relation of
forces in the world-redivision of the world, through war, among
the imperialists, revolution, or-most likely-both, on a world
scale.

This fact, of the depth and severity of the crisis, is revealed in
new features that the imperialists themselves are forced to comment on, for example the combinaLion of inflation and "recession"
and is reflected in the mood of the masses. It can be gauged,
:Due to the interference and saboLage of the revisionist clique then within the Par'
ty, the work on this was delayed and Lhis book will not be publjshed until next

vear-19?9.
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especially in the thinking of older workers who have been Lhrough
previous post WW 2 "recessions" and do not look at the present
irisis in the same way aL all, but-especially lhose who also lived

through the '30s depression-see things more heading in that
direction. This feeling is fairly widespread, and many comrades
have commented on this. But,

(3) We need to understand much more deeply the actual mood of
the masses, how they see things, whal kind of changes they think
are necessary, how they bhink changes will be made, how they see

their own role in this, etc. As stressed before, for the Party ihis,
too, is a part of the objective conditions-and we musL analyze
them with the science of Marxism, through investigaLion, heart'Lohearb lalks, and the application of Lhe mass line, in order Lo deLermine the correcL policies and tacLics Lo move Lhings forward, to
lake Lhe next necessary steps along the road Lo proleLarian revolution. Objectively the working class and Lhe masses of people need
to make revoluLion, bui il is clear that at this point, subjeclivelyin their own thinking-this is not a felt need, not somebhing lhai,
as weighied againsL the alLernaLives Lhe bourgeoisie is promoLing,
Lhe masses are ready to make Lhe necessary sacrifices for. This, in
turn, is related to lhe objective situation they are in, which includes, as a significanl faclor, Lhe remaining reserves of U.S. rmperialism, despite iLs decline. This stresses Lhe need to keep firmly
in mind lhe principle Mao seLs down:

"All work done for

Lhe masses

must starL from their needs

and not from the desire of any individual, however well intentioned. It ofLen happens that objectively the masses
need a certain change, buL subjeclively Lhey are not yet
conscious of Lhe need, nol yeL willing or determined Lo
make the change. In such cases we should wail patiently.
We should not make the change until Lhrough our work
most of Lhe masses have become conscious of Lhe need and
are willing and deLermined Lo carry it ottL." lSeLected
Works, "The UniLed Front in Cultural Work," Vol. 3, p.
186

)

This is a difficult period-for the masses, and for the Party. It is
noL a period like the'60s and early'70s, a period of high tide of

struggle, mainly based among non-proletarian forces and mainly
on expecLations of some vague notion of "radical
change"(sometimes even posed as "liberaLion" or "revolu|ion")
which ullimately would leave Lhe foundations of imperialism
unaltered and which therefore proved in the end illusory. This is

based

o

not to negate the real advances made in that period. Wilhout that
development, lhings would not be where the;i are now-for example our Party has iLs roots in LhaL period, fhough it represents a

qualitative leap beyond it. And where things ire now is an advance,, because it is the spiral-that will lead to a major change rn
ihe relation of forces and will lead to the real prospect of"proletarian revolution in this counLry as well as otheis. '
. But it is the beginning oI Lhis new spiral-and so the fact that it
is an advance is not always immediately so evident. Il is a period
marked..by struggle, including growing working class resistonce,
especially to attacks on living ltandards, but Jf scaltered struggles, and of a great deal of confusion. To take stock of this is not to
say "not much can be done, wait until conditions are more
favorable, " but to lay t'he basis for determining how bo make conditions more favorable, in the way discussed before, in accordance
with actual conditions and the ictual laws of deveiopment.
(4) There was more than a lit,tle idealism coming
off the founding
of the. Party. This has generally taken the form oi thinking, ;aWel[
now that we have.the Parcy. with Lhe correct proletarian line, and
y: luyu pur au Lhat p€rry bourgeois baggage of the old period
oenlno us, we can unrte with the struggles of the masses of
workers, quickly win leadership in these iiruggles and move forward in a straight line."
.fV.and large this idealism has been expressed in the openly
rightist view that the "Center of Gravity" ii everything, ttrai it is
enough. to wage the economic struggle and io coiduct bhis
economic struggle in an economisL wayl not linking it wilh other
struggles through-out society against tLe ruling clai and with cne
long-range goal ot proletarian revolution. In effect the ,,Cenler of
Uravrty was substituted for the Central Task of che parcy and
became in effecr, Lhe srraleg,y of rhe party. lt is, accordine iL this
vlew, the day to day (economic) struggle that will build bhe consciousness and unity of lhe working class and other questions and
ba.btles in society are seen as diuersions from building this con.
scjousness and unity. This is not to say chat this has bJen a ruorA_
ed out line in opposition to Lhe correct line of the party, bui it has
been a significant idealist tendency.
This idealism has run smack up against the material world.
While, overall, advances-including some very important onls_
fa.ve !e.en made by Lhe Party_ in ioicentraUing its to'."e, i., tt t
rndusfrres
and maJor siruggles of the workers, this idealist "view
"y
and rts rrghtist essence (and generally its openly rightist, form)
nave run counLer io these advances and could, if not checked, turn
these advances into their opposite. While generally rt
-oiai" of

"

o

Party. members is high, based on grasping and applying Lhe
-de^o.alizaParty's correct line, Lhis idealism has led Co
"o-e
tion-and will lead to still more, unless we get down on it and begin
to root it out.
Somelimes this idealism has expressed itself in a,,left', form,
even to the point of the idea that the workers are readv to make
revoiution. but the Party, with its perry bourgeois influences is
ho.lding lhem back-sometimes it is said, the Party is the only
thing holding them back. This tendency is definiteiy rightist in
essence and is linked with the erroneous view thaL the economrc
struggles of the workers are "potenLially revolutionary" in and of
themselves. This lendency completely misunderstandj the section
on Orientation in the MPR as well as the role of the party in relation Lo the rest of the class, degrading the role of theorv and liquidating in fact the vanguard role of ihe party. In line ;ith this
has been the tendency to lhink that "we would have the workins
class all Lo ourselves"-that the opportunists would somehoi
'.'sbay.away" from the workers' struggles, or be immediately rejected by the workers as alien to them-and along with this the
tendency to downgrade the imporlance of polemicJ.
These tendencies, whether "lefl" or right in form, are not only
rightist in essence but, once again, are baied in idealism. They are
based on a refusal to take the world-including the level of slruggle, consciousness and unity of Lhe working clais-as it is-and on
that basis develop bhe lines and policies to change iL, in accordance
with the laws governing its development.
It is necessary to say it again: due Lo the objective situation the
masses face, they are not in a revolutionary mood-though there is
widespread and deepening discontent and increasing laik of faith
in the rulers of the country and rheir instituLions. We must, star(
from the actual conditions and break throueh the aclual contradictions to advance toward the revolutionary goal, not in isolatron
from, but together with ever greater sections of the working class,
ever broader ranks of the masses.
{5) On the other hand, the development of the

situation must nor
quantitatiue terms_a series of small chanc.o.
added togethei orr"i ti-", will somehow lead bo a .evolution?il
situation and a revoluLionary mood among Lhe masses. AL a ceifain point, there must be and, will be a qualitatiue leap, in the oblective situation, in the mood, and,-if we do our worh right-in tbe
consciousness of the masses. Lenin wrote, at the early stages of
WW 1, "A sudden change in the mood of Lhe massesls noi only
poss.ible, but is becoming more and more probable. " Whyi
Because, in that case, "the objective war-creaied revolutionary
situation, which is extending and developing, is inevitably
be viewed simply in

engendering revolutionary sentiments.
In Lhat case, the qualitative leap in the objective situation was
Lhe inter-imperialist war and Lhe increasing hardships it placed on
Lhe masses of people. We cannot say now what will cause a similar

qualilative leap in Nhe development of our situation, whether
'tcrash" and major depression like the '30s, the outbreak of WW

a
3

or a combination of severe economic crisis and war-a war which,
over time aL least, would add to the sLrains and hardships on the
masses. Nor can we say when this will happen. But we do know
just as surely as there is not now a revolutionary situation, one will
just as cerlainly develop in the future. Lenin summed this up too,
"The same holds true for Lhe working-class struggle against the
bourgeoisie. Today Lhere is no revolutionary situalion, the condi
Lions that cause unresl among the masses or heighten their activibies do not exist," but tomorrow-in the figurative sense, of
course such conditions will develop, because of the basic contradiction of capitalism and its very nature, especially in the stage
of imperialism.
And, as Lenin vividly poinbed out, the development of the objecLive siLuation, the emergence of the objective conditions for revolution, Lhe sudden deepening of a crisis and all the strains it puts on
bourgeois socieLy, make the conlradictions of that society stick
out all the more sharply and call into question the right and ability
of the bourgeoisie Lo rule. As Lenin expressed it, "the masses, who
uncomplainingly allow themselves to be robbed in 'peace
time'. . . in turbulenL times are drawn by all the circumstances of
the crisis and by the upper classes themseLues into independent
historical action." (from "The Collapse of the Second International," Collected Works, YoI.2I, p.214, emphasis Lenin's; earlier
quoLes from Lenin are from Lhe same article, p. 258,257,2531
(6) We do not now have such a revolutionary situation. In the
situation we do face, we must deepen our understanding of how to
carry out the principle set down by the Chinese in the polemic on
Lhe General Line (and quoLed in Lhe MPR):

"Even in ordinary times [non-revolutionary situations]
when it is leading Lhe masses in the day to day struggle, the
proleLarian party should ideologically, politically and
organizationally prepare its own ranks and the masses for
reriolution and promote revolutionary strugglbs [mass
struggles that attack and expose the systeml so that it will
not miss the opportunity Lo overth-row the reactionary
regime and establish a new state power when the conditions
for revolution are ripe. Otherwise, when the condiLions for
revolution are ripe, Lhe proletarian party will simply throw

d

away the opportunity of seizing victory.,,

In this light, the policy of making every possible connection wiLh
struggle against the enemy and making every effort to fulfill
the three objectives* in these struggles is crucial. And we have to
pay special attention, within this, to training our own ranks, and
advanced workers, who come forward in sLruggle, as classconscious revolutionaries.
The importance of this can be grasped from what has been said
previously about the development of the objective situation and
the mood of the masses-including the inevitable qualitative
change. Listen to what Lenin wrote, in summing up the main
lessons of the 1905 revolution in Russia:
mass-

"Prior to January 22 lor J anuary 9, old style), 190b, the
revolutionary party of Russia consisted of a small group of people and the reformists of those days (exactly like tlie reformists
of today) derisively called us a sect. Several hundred revolutionary organizers, several thousand members of lo cal oteanizations, half a dozen revolutionary papers appearing not m6re frequently than once a month. . . such were the revolutionarv oarties in Russia, and the revolutionary Social-Democracy in particular, prior to January 22, 1905 .. . Within a few months,
however, the picture changed completely. The hundreds of
revolutionary Social-Democra Ls 'suddenly' grew into
thousands; the thousands became the leaders of between two
and three million proletarians. The proletarian struggle produced widespread ferment, often revolutionary movements a-o.rg
the peasant masses, fifty to a hundred million strong; the
peasant movement had its reverberations in the armv and led to
soldiers' revolts, to armed clashes between one section of tne army and another. In this manner a collosal countrv. with a
population of 130,000,000, wenL into the revolution; in this way,
dormant Russia was transformed into a Russia of a revolutionary
proletariat and a revolutionary people."
This, of course, did not happen independently of, but in accorwith the development of the objective situation, and in particular with the immediate crisis and widespread discontent accompanying the war of Russia wilh Japan-and the defeat of
rlance

*The three'objectives ?rre set forth in Lhe Programme of the RCP as followsj ro
win as much as can be won in the immediate battle and weaken the enemv: to raise
the general level of consciousness and sense of organization of the struggling
masses and instill in them the revoiutionary outlook of the proletariat; and to
develop the most active and advanced in these struggles into communists, recruit
them into the Party and train them as revoiutionary leaders.." (p. 102)

9

Russia in this war. But why were these conditions able to be utilized to develop a revolutionary movement, an actual uprising aimed
at overthrowing the Tsar, in that case? Because the revolutionary
party, the Bolsheviks, had linked itself with the struggle of the
Russian masses-first of all, but not exclusively, the proletariatand in the course of this had kept in mind the revolutionary aim

and paid particular attention

to

raising revolutionary conof the pro-

sciousness and training the class-conscious section
letariat. Lenin summed it up this way:

"The task is to keep the revolutionary consciousness of
, Jhe proletariat tense and train its best elements, not only
in a general way, but concretely so that when the popular
ferment reaches the higbest pitch, they will put themselves
at the head of the revolutionary army, [i.e., the masses of
proletarians and their alliesl. The day-to-day experience of
any capitalist country teaches us the same lesson. Every
'minor' crisis that such a country experiences discloses to
us in miniature the elements. the rudiments. of the battles
that will inevitably take place on a large scale during a big
crisis." (These quotes are from "Lecture on lhe 1905
Revolution," Collected Worhs, Yol, 23, pp. 238, 246-this
whole article is rich in lessons and is worth studying
repeatedly.)
{7) How is this different than the Trotskyites, dogmatists and
others who talk about "training the advanced" and take the stance
of waiting until the situation, and the masses, are developed
enough for them to "step in and assume leadership?" The difference-and it is crucial-lies in the fact that we must link ourselves
with every struggle, concentrating now in the day-to-day struggles
of the workers around wages, conditions, etc. and in the course of
carrying out this process strive to fulfill the three objectives and
develop the class consciousness of ever broader numbers of
workers and find and train revolutionaries, especially those who
come to the fore as leaders of the actual struggles of the workers

and masses. Lenin, in addition to what he stresses in What is To
Be Done? and, oLher places in combatting economism, also stresses
that the Party must lead the day-to-day struggle of the workers, or
it cannot act as their political vanguard. (This is an old question in

our young movement, too. We had to stress the same point six
years ago in the struggle against the Franklin line, a struggle that
played a key role in laying the basis for the formation of the ge-

nuine working class Party-even those old polemics are not
"relics" to be forgotten!) If we don't carry out our work in this
way, and "keep the revolutionary consciousness of the proletariat
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tense and train its best elemenLs, not only in a gene ral way huL concretely" (Lo repeat Lenin's formulation, and emphasize ,iconcretely" to stress "in the course of struggle"), then there is no way they
will be able to "pul themselves at the head of the revolutionarv army" when the revolutionary situation and mass upsurge does oc-

cur.

(8) But there is another, overall much greaLer, danger. And that
is abandoning the hard road-and the high road-of persevering in
Lhe class struggle, and making every possible link with all struggles against the enemy, striving to fulfill the three obiectives and
preparing our own ranks and the masses for revolution when condi-

tions are ripe. The bemplation is great to abandon it, exactly
because jt is hard, exactly because there is no revolutionarv situition-and none clearly on the horizon, alreadv visible at least in the
ou t line of iLs fealures.
Without building a deeper and firmer foundation in the revolulionary science of our class, while establishing ever deeper Lies rn
the struggles of the masses of workers, it will be impossi6le to keep
lo this hard but high road. We will then fall into,,basv accomodjtion with imperialism" and "chase the wisp of painleis progress"
(to quote from the front page of Reuolutioi announcinq the
Party's formation). We have seen Lhis phenomenon in srouoi like
rhe OL in Lhis country and their couiins in many gr"oupings in
Europe,who have put down the banner of class struggle and tiken
up, in one form or another-generally in the form of ,,national
defencism" and opposition to Soviet social-imperialism on a
bourgeois basis-l he banner of class collaborar,ion.
These forces forget the fundamentaj difference between an imperialist country and an "underdeveloped country,,or oppressed
nation: they blur over the differences in the nature -of the
bourgeoisie in these two different kinds of countries, and along
with this generally blur over the nature of imperialism and the
nature of the state and throw out the fact that th-e nature of a country at any given time is essentially determined by the forces-class
forces-that rule it and the level of developmenI of the producLive

forces and the contradiction between them and the relations of oroduction. This, and not subjective idealism, determines the aciual
character and tasks of the revolution and the revolutionary parry
ln any country.
Along with this, these forces fail to recognize crucial distinctions
between the development of a revolutionary situation in an imperialist country and in the countries of the Third World (again,the
polemics against the Franklins which deal with this in deiLh still
have much to do with vital questions of line today and we siill have
much to learn from them). Making these basic eirors soes hand in

hand with saying, "well there is no revolutionary situation in these

(imperialist) countries, and none is on the horizon, so let's find
some other way than persevering in the class struggle to'win the
masses to our side.' " The other way is, as noted, to compete with
the bourgeoisie-or even in some cases outright tail behind it-in
appealing to the bourgeois (democratic) prejudices of the masses.
"The masses may not be with us now, but when the Russian tanks
roll across our borders, then they will rally lo the'national flag,' so
let's scurry now to raise it"-this is generally how the line goes.
We must learn from this-by negative example. We must learn
even more thoroughly that there is no easy road to winning the
masses, that such roads are illusions-"the wisp of painless progress" that can only lead to easy accomodation with imperiahsm.
And, on the basis of deepening our scientific understanding of this,
let's deepen our determination to stick to the hard road, to the high
road that will lead to revolution and the eventual emancipation of
mankind!
As I said before, this high road, this road of persevering in the
class struggle means that we must take up and lead the day-to-day
(9)

struggles of the masses of workers-or we cannot act as their
vanguard Party. The analysis in the Programme on where the
movement is at now, and based on that, the analysis in Lhe MPR
on the "center of gtavity" is correct and must guide our work now.
I have dealt with the relationship of this to the revolutionary goal
in the article in the May 15 Reuolutio4* and it is worth noting
that in that article I quote Lenin who stresses the importance of
participation in the daily struggle for existence of the masses of
workers. But Lenin also points out that a borderline exists here
between waging, and leading, the economic struggle and falling into economism, and that to avoid this error it is essential to carry
out "strictly Marxist propaganda and agitation in ever closer connection with the economic struggle of the working class" and-as
also stressed in that article, and by Lenin in many places-by applying this same strictly Marxist propaganda and agitation in
every major struggle, of all sections of the people, against the ruling class.
Lenin, especially in What Is To Be Done? lays special stress on
exposures-analysis of "living examples that follow close upon
what is being discussed, in whispers perhaps," among the workers
about key events in society. Exposure of this kind serves the purpose of helping the workers to grasp the nature and relation of the
different classes in society and enabling the workers to "respond
Lo oll cases of tyranny, oppression, violence, and abuse, no matter
what class is affected" and to respond from a communist point of
r"The Day to Day Stiuggle and the Revolutionary Goal," May

15. 19?6

r**
no other. "The consciousness of Lhe working masses,"
Lenin".0
insists, "cannot be genuine class-consciousness unless Lhe
workers learn from concrete, and above all from Lopical, political
facts and events to observe euer! other social class in oll the
manifestations of its intellectual. ithical and political life, unless
lhey learn to apply in practice the materialist analysis and the
materialisL estimate of all aspects of the life and activibv of all
classes, strata and groups of bhe populaLion." It goes wiLhout saying, of course, that in order to train the workers in this, we must
Lrain ourselves-and this emphasizes the importance of political
education and generally waging the theoreLical sLruggle, which,
Lenin emphasizes, is one of the three main forms of working class
struggle, together with the economic and political. (Quotes from
Lenin are from What Is To Be Done? ChapLer III, Part C, emphasis Lenin's). We need to sum up how our Parly press carries out
its part in all this-the Worker, Reuolutlon, pamphlets, etc.
Lenin argues in What Is To Be Done? Nhat economic exposures
are exLremely important, but that they are not the "most widely
applicable" means of raising lhe class consciousness of the
workers, that "Of the sum toLal of cases in which Lhe workers suffer (either on their own account or on account of those closelv connected with them) from Lyranny, violence and the lack of rights,
undoubledly only a small minority represent cases of police tyranny in the trade-union struggle as such. Why then should we,
beforehand, restrict the scope of poliLical agitation by deciaring
only one of lhe means to be lhe 'mosb widely applicable,' when
Social-Democrats must have, in addition, other, generally speaking, no less 'widely applicable means'?" lWhat Is To Be Done?
Chapter III, Parl A, emphasis Lenin's.)
YeN Lhe same Lenin wrote in "Draft and Exolanation of A Programme For the Social-Democra tic ParLy," that, the main activity
cf Lhe communists must be to "develop the workers' class-consciousness by assisting them in the fight for their most vital
needs." (see Collected Works, Yol- 2, pp. II4, 116) How can we
reconcile all lhis, and how does it relate to the "center of sravity"
and its relation to the Central Task of our Party todaylnd the
overall revolutionary goal? By concrete qnq,lysis of concrete conditions-Marfist analysis, of course-and Lo sum up what has been
written before here, and elsewhere, it is correcL now to concentrate
our work at this "center of gravity," but: (1) we must carry oul our
work around this by conducting "stricLly Marxist propaganda and
agitation" and doing the kind of exposures Le nin calls for in What
Is To Be Done?i (2) we musL not restrict our work to this "center of
graviLy" but must build the political as well as the economic sLruggle of the workers {and wage the theoreLical struggle, Loo, together
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with these) and we must work among all strata, all

social
movements, fighting against the ruling class, while concentrating
our forces in lhe struggles of the masses of workers; and (3) we

must conduct all our work, in every struggle, among all social
forces and movements, as part of building toward the revolutionary goal.
The Battle of the Bicentennial makes very clear the iinportance
of political struggle, and of mobilizing and relying on the workers
as lhe main force in this struggle, too. What was the greatest
significance of the July 4th demonstration? It was that' for the
first time in many decades the worhing class was mounting the
political stage, challenging the bourgeoisie, waging a concrete
itruggle against two particular running sores* as well as the thousand outrages of life under capitalism and challenging the whole
way the country is run, while pointing the finger clearly at the
clais that runs it (and must run it) in this way. (The revival of May
Day as a working class celebration in recent years in this country
and the developmenb of this over the past several years has been'
of course, a very significant political batlle waged by the working
class against bhe bourgeoisie. But it is correct lo say that the Battle of the Bicentennial, bringing together several thousand
workers, together with their allies, from all across the counLry to
the very site of the bourgeoisie's celebration of its birthday, to
demonstrate open ly in the ruame and in the interests of the working
class against ihe Capitalists in such circumstances, represented a
mounting of the political stage by the working class in a more profound and significanL way Lhan even the May Day celebrations of
the past few years. Thus lhe Battle of the Bicentennial was a
qualitative advance for Lhe working class movement.) And another
lesson of the Battle of lhe Bicentennial is that as the working class
does mobilize its ranks for such political struggle, it is able to give
impetus Lo many other forces and groups and to rally them behind
iis banner, not through a declaration or command to follow us, but
through the very strength, discipline and revolutionary outlook,
that characterize Lhe proletariaL as a class.
In the "Lecture on the 1905 Revolution" Lenin notes the great
change that took place among the mass of peasantry-and in
Russia at that time the peasaniry made up the great majority ofthe laboring people-due to the tremendous upsurge of the
workers' strike movement and the development of political as well
as economic strikes throughout Russia. The Lerm "revolutionary"
Lenin noted, changed from calling to mind a student-an intellectual, alien bo Lhe mass of working people. Philadelphia, 1976 was
noL the same as Russia, 1905, and we must be careful not to exaggerate its importance-while taking note of and b.uilding off the
t'fhe "two running sores referred to are unemploymenL and war.

I4
real advances ii did represent. IL can honestly be said that, in a
beginning way, some of the same phenomenon occurred-that to
many, many working people in Philadelphia, and even other parls
of Lhe country, a demonstraLor, a revoluLionary came more Lo be
identified with worker, instead of studenl or hippie etc. And this
represenLs a real step forward-if only one slep in the many Lhat
must be laken in building the revolutionary movement.
(10) The strategy of Lhe proletariat for revolution, the strategic
line of our Party for leading this revoluLion, is the united front. Il
is important fo go back to what we say in lhe Programme abouL
the united front:

"Forces, represenLing different classes and class view-

points, come together around particular struggles-against imperialist aggression, cutbacks in social

services, police repression, rising prices and other questions. . . Millions of people have become involved in these
struggles, entering them for various reasons, wiLh conflic-

ting class viewpoints, and wibh varying degrees of
understanding of the source of lhe problems and the links
be[ween Lhe struggles. Millions more will con[inue to do
so.

"The policy of the proletarial and its Party, in building
united front against imperialism under its leadership,
is: to uniLe with those engaging in every such batlle; to
make clear lhrough the course of these struggles lhe comLhe

mon enemy and the common cause of the masses of people;
Lo develop fighters on one front against the enemy inLo
fighters on all fronts; and to show how all these conlradic-

tions arise from and relate Lo the basic conLradicLion between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie and can only be

finally resolved through the revoluLionary resolution of
this basic contradiction. . . " (pp. 96, 98)

How well are we doing at applying this policy, while concenLrating on the "center of gravily"? This is a key quesLion Lo sum
up. As was struggled ouL at the founding Congress, specifically in
relation to the naLional movemenLs, it is not a quesLion of dispersing our forces in all direclions, and actually weakening rather Lhan
concentraLing and strengLhening them; it is not a question of
assigning a lot of cadre to work among non-proletarian strata, but
iL is a question of Lhe Line those assigned carry ouL, [he line summarized jusL above for how Lo implement Lhe united front sLraLegy.
And Lhere is the question of whecher we have-sufficiently at
leasi-assigned cadre to concenlrate investigation and work

lc
among the oppressed nationalities. Our Programme analyzes Lhe
solid core of the united front as "Lhe revolutionary alliance of Nhe
working class movement as a whole wibh the siruggles of lhe oporessed nalionaliLies asainsc the common imperialist enemy. Il
irresses and explains w:hy the fight of the oppressed naLionaliries
"for equality and emancipation is bound by a ihousand links with
lhe struggle of the working class for socialism and lends it greal
strengLh." (p. 99) How do we build the fight for equality and link iL
with che fight for emancipalion of the oppressed nationalilies
toget,her with the whole working class-guided by lhe sLand of lhe
working class to "End national oppression by ending its source,
capitalisb rule" \Programme, p. 117), together wibh ending all Lhe
evils of capitalism? Whab today is lhe content of Lhe fight for
equalily, and how Lo corecLly build this fight and link iL with the
revoluLionary goal of Lhe working class-merge it wiih the movement for socialist revoluLion and noL submerge it undet Lhe present
Leuel ol Lbe workers' movement, which is larg€ly concentrated in
the economic struggle?
These are difficult questions. The MPR, as well as Lhe Pro'
sramme, gives basic guidance in this. In the MP.I? specific focuses
ire set ddwn for building the fighc against national oppression:
againsL discrimination in work and throughout socieLy; againsL
police repression; and against deportations. Are bhese focuses correct ones at this time? What kind of sbruggle have we builb around
lhem, and what line struggle has gone on within bhe ParLy around
this? Have we assigned cadre lo investigabe th€se quesLions-to
deLermine the sentimenLs and sum up, through application of the
mass line, lhe ideas and opinions of Lhe masses of Lhe oppressed
nationalities in particular and ihe masses generally around Lhese
questions? IL is very importanC !o sum all this up.
'fhe MPR also says that the tendency lo bail after bourgeois naLionalism is still the main deviation around the national quesLion
within the Party. Is this still Crue at this bime? I think thal it is
noL. IL seems that a real Lendency io liquidate the national question, io seriously downplay the fight against national oppression
and for equality, or at least a failure io develop the concrete means
for carrying out this fight, has developed within bhe Pariy. In my
opinion, this has become the main deviation on this question and
has shown itself very starkly in the work around busing-lhough
our stand in opposing bhe busing plans that have actually come
down and exposing the divide apd conquer schemes and aLLacks on
education by the bourgeoisie have generally been correct.
This lendency to actually liquidabe ihe fight against national oppression is linked to the economisi Lendencies referred Lo earlier.
What is required here is a negation of the negation-noL a return to
a previous tailing afber bourgeois nationalism in taking up the
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fight against national oppression, nor more generally a return to a
petty bourgeois way of involving workers in political struggle, and
not, in opposition to this, simply a waging of the economic struggle; but a concentration in the "center of gravity," while at the
same time a mobilizing of the workers, together with other forces,
in key political battles against the bourgeoisie, with a line
representing the outlook and interests of the working class. We
must carry this out and, with regard to the national question in
particular, sum up our work, correct our errors in the way summarized just above and apply the correct line of our Party so as to
link the movements of the oppressed nationalities with the
workers' movement in a revolutionary alliance, to strengthen the
core of the united front and build that united front as broadly as
possible toward the revolutionary goal.
In our work in the shops, as well as among youth (and to some
degree at least among students and vets) we have made a number
of ties with Black people and other oppressed nationalities. Many
of these have been brought close to the Party and a number
already recruited. We must utilize these ties to not only build the
overall revolutionary movement but specifically to forge real links
with the struggles of the oppressed nationalities and carry out the
policy of building the fight against national oppression as part of
the overall class struggle and working at it from two
sides*-which is our policy for the struggle against national oppression and not our overall strategy for revolution, though it does
play an important part in carrying out that strategy and building
that solid core of the united front. Once again, in moving to_carry
this out, and cbmbating the tendency to actually liquidate the
fight against national oppression, we must be alert in gua'rding
against a flip back to simply tailing after bourgeois nationalism of
the oppressed nationalities-a flip that would be very easy to
make, exactly because of the relatively low level of struggle and
consciousiress among the masses, including the masses of workers,
and the relative lack of firm footing of our Party in the working
class, practically and ideologically.
To carry. out this work in this period is difficult. The situation,
as noted earlier, is not the same as that in the late '60s and early
'70s. There are not the same kind of mass movements of the oppressed nationalities, nor can there be, in the sarne wa14 because
conditions have changed. But it would be a very serious error to
think that there will not be any more upsurges of struggle of the
aAs the Programme of the RCP explains, "This means: mobilize the masses of the
oppressed nationalities in the struggle against this oppression, on the one side,
and mobilize the working class as a whole to take up this fight, on the other; bring
forward the ideology of the proletariat and its common into.est in fighting exploitation and all oppression; and in this way merge the national movements with
the workers' movement as a revolutionary alliance." (p. ll?)

oppressed nationalities against their national oppression. Right
now such struggles flare up, and we must learn how to apply the
Party's line-and the mass line which musL be the underlying
method in all our work-Lo building these struggles. Furthermore,
exactly as the overall struggle against the imperialists grows, and

especially the working class movement develops in strength,
numbers and consciousness, it will give further impetus to Lhe
struggles of the oppressed nationalities and to all other social
movements against the ruling class-again Philadelphia gave us a
glimpse of this. And again, without exaggerating the events in
Philly or the comparison with the 1905 revolution in Russia, we
can learn from what Lenin noLes in his "Lecture" on that revolution-thal with the upsurge of the workers' movement "a movement for national liberation flared up among the oppressed peoples
of Russia." lCollected Worbs, Yol. 23, p. 2491
The forms and character of these movements in this couniry will
differ from those in Russia: Lhe essential thrusL will not be for selfdetermination, for all the reasons analyzed in the Programme-and in much greater detail in the polemics against the
BWC and other Bundists (again these "old polemics" still have
much relevance*). This question of self-determination-in its scien'
Lific sense, that is the right of secession-may arise, among Black
people in particular, and the Party's line on this question provides
the correct basis for dealing with this, in accordance with the actual conditions, should iL arise.
But what will be of greater importance then, and is already today, is the question of how to link up with and lead toward the aim
of socialist revolution the fight against the main forms of oppression of the minority naLionaliLies in this country:
"Discrimination, the denial of democratic rights, violent
police repression, suppression and mutilation of their
cultures, €xploitation and oppression as members of the
working class, with the lowest positions, constantly high
unemployment, the lowest paid jobs, the worst housing,
ihe worst of bad health care and oLher social services-this
is daily life for the masses of these nationalities in the U.S.
today." \Programme, p. 116l
And., Lhe Programme states, "this is what gives rise to the militant
struggle of millions against the system that is responsible for it."
If today, there are not millions in this fight, there certainly will be,
as the contradictions of the imperialist system, and the struggle of

l. No. 2, "Living Spcialism and Dead
Dogmatism: The Proletarian Line and the Struggle Against Opportunism on the
National Question in the U.S. '
*See, for example, The Communist. Vol.
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Lhe

working class and others, intensify. And, especially if we do

*9ll right. rhis light will nol as in I he past, be separar. fr.,m.
l)ur
ouL wll ne ltnl{ed In a revolutionary alliance wilh I hp overall work-

ing class movement.
As stated before, failure Lo take up this fight, or to build ir, cor_
rectly, can only be pa_rt and parcel oi u g"ne,il ;ightisL, ecrjnomrst
t,rend, Lhat narrows the workilg class sLruggle and aims to keep it
at its present level, and which treaLs nation-al oppression and ihe
fight against it, noL as a key force to be directed'hack against its
source, the-ruling class, but as something to be avoiied as a
'^detractiorl from building the-trade,union unity of the workrng ctass. (Jnce again. insread of taking the hard. high road of
figuring out how to expose and unitp masses in slruggli;e agarnst
l-he.bourgeoisie, and specifically how r.o bujJd r he fighfforiqJality,
and persevering to break through rhe ohsraclesihe hourge.,isie
places in the way, this would amount to looking for the eas"y road
of trying simply to establish sorne notion of .,peice" among
ieople
of different nationalities-an illusory aim thai will be, and"aiready
is, smashed on the hard rocks of realiLy of life under capitalism.
'There are-no easy answers Lo this, or any oLher, questi'on inlrolv_
ed in building Lhe revolutionary -n.,e-"nt to overthrow
capitalism and build socialism. Bui there ore answers_answers
which the.study.and applicaLion of Marxism and the applicarion of
our- t'arly s llne In partjcular. enahle us to forge in close connectron
with building mass sLruggle and uniting a[ who can be united
against tie
ruling class. National inequality_or any
other evil of-impe.rialist
capitalism-cannoL be e l.iminated under capitalism.
BuI nei.ther can the fight against these evils be put off until ,,the
revolution comes"-or there will not be any socialist revolution.
In conclusion, our Party's general line is correct, Our specific
analysrs ot "the center of gravity" at Lhis time is correcl. But our
Party s line and policies, and Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tserung
Thought generally, tell us that we must apply Lhe mass line and
conduct all of our work-in building the economic struggles of the
w_orkers, and their political strugpJles, and in all social ri6vements,
of all strata-so that it contribuaes Lo Lhe revoluLionary aim and
prepares our own ranks and the masses to seize the opportunity to
make revolution when the condibions ripen. As Lenin so powerfLlly
expressed,ir: Com.munism springs fiom posilively
apn"r"
oT punrrc Jtte: rts shools are [o be seen Iirerally everywhere
"u"ry
If
special efforts are made to'stop up'one of theihannels, the.contagion'--will find another, sometimes a very unexpected channel.
Life will assert iLself." And with this underjtanding_not relierous
"faith".but scientifically based understanding-fir"mly in minf , let
us continue to stay on the high road and prepare Lo seize the time,
no matter how hard it may be or how much time.it rnay take in
comrns.

SOME FURTHER REMARKS ON

REYOLUTIONARY WORK IN A
NON.REVOLUTIONARY SITUATION

First of all, the paper ("Some Points. . ") tries to proceed with
lhing building on top of another, buL there is a theme that runs
all the way through it and that is indicated by the title-how to do
revolutionary work when you don't have i revolutionary situation-and also by the statement from the Chinese Communist Party's polemic concerning the general line of the international communist movemeni that we have used in a number of olaces incfuding in the MPR, which is quored again in rhe paper.
The real question that runs through here is how do you do that,
how do you carry out that kind of work in ordinary times? It is one
thing to say lhat we have to do it and it is correct to say that we
have to do it and to point Lo the need to do it, but the real difficult
one

question is iou do you do that? That's a question Lhat you have to
ask noL only in general, in terms of what is the general method and

the kind of lhings that I tried to indicate in Lhat article that I
wrote recently ("The Day lo Day Struggle and tbe Revolutionary
Goal," May 15, 1976 Reuolution). It is important Lo raise the
general question of whal are we doing jt all for, in a general
political sense how should we take up anything that we are doing.
But we also felt in our discussions (on the standing bodies) that we
need Lo say more about whaL, for any given period, does it mean to
be advancing towards that goal in a little more concrete sense than
just, "well, we have to be advancing towards the revolutionary
goal and let's make sure Lhat we're striving to fulfill the three objectives. "
It is very important in any particular struggle-at any given
time-to analyze how we're striving to fulfill those three objectives. But more concretely than Lhat, for any given time that you
are trying to draw up your batlle plans, how do you take concrete
steps to advance towards LhaL goal, without falling into the question of sLages, of developing different programs for different
stages or walling off different periods in the development of the
struggle, and really treating each period as an end in itself and
viewing things just in terms of "from [his big meeting to that, brg
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meeting" or something like that..'fhere are periods of Lime when
you are summing up, trying Lo learn from what you have done and
project to whaL you are going Lo do, but all of t,his has Lo be viewed

in the context of Lhe long-term revoluLionary goal.
And there is a philosophical poinL involved here which underlies
whal we are ialking about. Like it says in the first, point in bhe

paper, Lhere is a dialectical relationship bet,ween objective and subjective (and we'll go into that point. more deeply a little bit later).
BuL the paper points out how lhey interpeneLrate and react upon
each other, and the same Lhing is Lrue for the quesLion of quantity
and quality. 'lhere is lhe same kind of dialectical relalionship between quantity and quality. In olher words, as Mao'IseLung puts
it, there is quality in quantity and quantity in quality.'fhe paper
poinLs out that what is objective for Lhe organization is subjecLive
for Lhe masses of workers, and so on and so forlh-another way of
saying Lhal what is universal in one conLext becomes particular in
another. Well Lhe same point. can be made and has to be understood about quantiiy and qualily. QuantiLy in one conLexL is quali
ty in another and vice versa.
Or lo break it down more, bet,ween the kind of siluat,ion [hat we
have now and the kind where you can launch an insurreclion is a
qualitaLive leap. Viewed from the overall sense of the kind of
things we're talking about this is bhe big change from quantity Lo
quality. But within bhat and leading up to that, are a series of quanLiLabive changes. And within that series of quanLitative changes
there are also qualitabive changes. For example we might say in a
small way, the July 4t,h demonsLration was a qualitaLive change.
Now I think iL is correct, Lo warn against exaggerating its importance or drawing undue comparisons Lo other times and places.
But in ierms of the effect t,haC it, had on Lhe workins class and on
the masses of people in general ib did bring abouia qualibative
change within Lhe quantitative buildup for the big qualit,aLive
cnange.
So I Lhink we can project and begin to see Lhat at any given lrme
you do have to figure out how to make concrete, qualitaLive (wilhin
quantilative) advances. But you have to do this without falling inLo a Lheory of sLages or "here's ihe program for the nexl period,"
which then lurns inLo its opposiie and becomes reformisb. Because
if you ever try to erect a program for a certain period or sLage in
the sLruggle, short of your overall program, and make it an end in
itself it's going to Lurn into its opposi0e and Lurn into reformism.
For example you can see that in the history of the old CP when
l,hey went about building Lhe industrial unions, Lhere was a real
tendency to make those unions an end in lhemselves and to make

lhe building of them a program in itself. And when you do that,
then insLead of the reforms being a by-producL of Lhe sLruggle for

revolution, Lhe dialectic gets reversed and they U""o-" un u.ra 1.,
themselves and revolution becomes something separated from
your day to day work and off in the distant fuLure. Then the ouestion of achieving the final goal becomes something which becomes
reduced to rhetoric or occasional propaganda oi in one way or
anoLher becomes divorced from whal you are doing.
We have to understand the relationship that there is quality
within quantity, as well as the other way around, but especially

that aspect-thaL there is quality within quantity-without

developing a theory of stages. There are objectively stages in the
development of a struggle. But there is a crucial diffeience between understanding that and developing a theory of sLages abouL
the struggle. And there is the difference between,,left" and right,
betwe€n Trotskyism on the one hand, and Lhe opposile kind of error which is really the same error but in opposite form, of revisiorism. So if you fall into the thing of not recognizing stages, that
objectively there are sLages to the developmenl of anything, then
you are going to make the errors of that little pointy bearded guy
[Trotsky]. On the other hand if you recognize the stages all righi,
but yo_u raise rhem ro a principle and say that ar any given rime
t,he only thing Lhat we can be achieving is whatever is possible in
the given stage, then you make the opposiLe kind of error of Gus
Hall and all those obher kind of people {revisionistsl.
So it comes out of lhe same point really that is made here rn
point number one in the paper aboul recognizing necessiLy and the
relationship between freedom and necessiiy. If you don,t iecognrze
necessity you're going lo fall into idealism, and Lhe particularlorm
would be voluntarism, thinking you are going to accomplish
anything you want, just by wanLing it, regardleis of conditlons.
You can vulgarize that thing about "nothing is hard if you dare to
scale the treights," noL see it in Lerms of proLracted struggle but in
terms of immediately, by will power, you can accomplisli what yr_,u
want. ThaL's why we call it voiuntansm.
On the other hand if you do recognize necessity, but then make
an absolute out of it-fail to see that it is in a di;lectical relationship with freedom and that by grasping what the necessity is and
whal lhe laws are governing il in particular, as well as Lhe general

of things, you can break through and a-dvance
things-then you bow down before necessiiy andlou make errors
in lhe form of vulgar materialism and determinism: ,,whatever is
development

immedialely impossible is always impossible and whaLever you are
doing is all lhat can ever be done." Of course neiiher one of ihese
[voluntarism or determinism] is going to lead lo viclory.
Now there are some ways in which the second [deteiminism] is
more alluring over a period of time, because at any given time you
can seem to be doing something and you can seem noL to be

L'"rrr"O. a" it can be attracLive. But lhal is a false alLraclion, a
false allure, a dangerous seducLion. And that's louched on later
when the paper lalks aboub the hard road and the high road-that
we have to consisLenLly sLruggle lo avoid, and deepen our
understanding of whal is going on and lhe principles governing it
in order Lo avoid, reformist, bourgeois illusions.
But to return to Lhe point, we Ithe standing bodies] fell il was imporLanL to add bhe point about quanLity and quality and [o understand that there is qualiLy within quantity.'lhe aspecL of there being qua,lity within quantity of course is something which has ils
opposite-thal there is quantity wilhin quality. You can see that
because ihere are "final aims" and "final aims," depending on how
you're viewing things.
From the poinl of view of where we sLand now you can say thaL
our objective is Lo overthrow the capilalists and establish ihe
dictaLorship of the proleLarial. From a certain point of view Lhat
can be viewed as our objective, Lhal is a qualitative leap and not Lo
understand that would be a very serious error. And we had a little
bit of struggle on Lhe way up around forming the Party about
whether or not there is a qualiLative leap involved in thai and
whether it, means anything. BuL there is also quanLily within that.,
and lhat is being borne out by Lhe history of Lhose countries where
that has happened. Everything doesn'l slop at lhat poini; lhere
are different stages wiLhin Lhe developmenL of socialism, and Lhen
another qualitaLive leap beyond thai Lo communism. And withouL
tripping out too much and getting too far away from the poinl, it is
imporLant lo grasp lhis; and in Lerms of building our work whac rL
means is thaL we have Lo try to bake s0ock of where Lhe movement
is at any given time and we have to have c.rbjeciives and ihings we
are aiming for and campaigns Lhat we are taking up, shorL of
everylhing on lhe one hand, wiLhouL making t.hem everyLhing on
the other hand.
This is a difficult, thing to do. We have lo be able Lo concenLrate
our forces, carry ouL campaigns LhaL are short of the final goal but
are linked to the question, Lo the process of developmenl of Lhe
movement Lowards the final goal. And that, of course, is a dilficult
lhing to do, but if we don't do iL Lhen-we felt, in discussing it on
the standing b<-rdies for example-Lhat if we didn't stress tha[
point enough Lhen whaL might come off to comrades was
something like, "well, Lhings are Lough now, we don t have a good
situaiion, but we eventually will if we jusL keep plugging, just
persevere and you'll gel your reward in the end, somewhere,
somehow." While it is imporLant lo point ouL, even emphasrze,
lhat Lhe situalion will change (along with somc of the oLher poinLs
Lhat I'm going to talk abouL in Lerms of how we prepare for Lhat,
which are Louched on in lhe paper and are very importanl), we felt

rhat ihis point-Lhat lhere will be qualiLarive
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quanLilaLive build-up loward a revoluLionary si "tLualion- needed Lrr
be added and sLressed.
Now, on lhe point, aboul the relat.ionship beLween Lhe objective

and Lhe subjective. As il poinls out, t.he objeclive seLs ihe slage.
And thac's something that I touched on already, ihal is importanl
Lo undersLand. Mao'lsetung says the same Lhing: he says it ILhe
objeclive situation] seLs bhe sLage upon which many an acLor can
play many a differenl role, full of sound and fury (and I can't
remember all lhe poelic language he uses, buL) in other words once
you recognize, analyze Lhe objective situation you have a lot ot
freedom and the role of lhe subject,ive facLor has a tremendous im'
portance. Also summing up somewhat, maybe from Lhe errors of
Stalin. we can see some errors LhaL were made in cerms of
someLimes being undialectical aboul the relatir-rnship between Lhe
objective and the subjective, in Lerms of making them absoluLes
and noi seeing them interpeneirale, as if Lhere's Lhe objeclive and
there's Lhe subjective and il's no[ like lhey react upon each ot,her
and that Lhe one can change Lhe oLher-sometimcs this view comes
through in Stalin, for example.
But the mosi imporlanL thing f<-rr us lo grasp is t he dialectical
relalionship between lhe objective and subjective. Exaclly by
undersLanding what the objective situalion is, it is possible L<r
change it, noL easily, just like I said nothing is hard in this world,
bul also noLhing is easy. And that's also a unity of opposiles. But,
it is possible to change things. And the point is for emphasis in
here where iI says "in this process the subjeclive changes, loo.
And t,haL means several t,hings. In lhe prr-rcess of grasping the laws
and underst,anding the siLualion and analyzing Lhe concreLe condiLions, nol only do we change ihe world, bul we also change
ourselves in Lhe process. 'fhis is true of mankind as a whble, it is
also Lrue of Lhe conscious organi.zed force (at this slage). We
change ourselves in Lhe sense Lhal we deepen our underslanding
and we continue that spiral lhal goes from practice to theory lo
pracLice. . . We conLinue Lo deepen our undersLanding. We change
ourselves also in a quanlilaLive sense, in Lhe sense thal we bring in
more forces-more lbrces who were noL sutrjecLive forces become
pari of the subjecLive forces, in olher words, masses come inlo Lhe
Party.
As it says in lhe paper, lhe mood of Lhe masses is someLhing Lhal
is ex|ernal and objective ro the Party. But again t here is nol a wall
beLween ihe Party and lhe masses; it is not like we want to erect a
wall arc,und us so nobody else can geL in as if Lhere is only a oneway lock, so you can only get out but, can L get in. Sc,, in Lhe process of changing the objeclive world anr.rLher aspecL of changing
lhe subjective is that il gains more forces. As lhe objecLive, and
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this includes the consciousness of the masses, grows, that is direct-

ly related to the fact that the subjective forces, the consclous

forces, gain members and draw others closer around them, And as
the subjective changes both quantitatively (more members) and
qualitatively (deepens its grasp of the correct line and its links
with the masses), this of course strengthens its ability to deal with

the objective, to get the dialectic going in that kind of a way.
The contradiction between the obieciive and the subiective will
never be eliminated. In other wordi even when we aciieve communism there will still be the real world and there will be people
trying consciously to change it. But obviously that is a different
kind of situation than when you have lhese kinds of class divisions
that we have now and the different kind of philosophical outlooks
that we have now where the backward and the declinine and the
historically obsolele philosophies stand as a barrier bet,ween
mankind as a whole and the objective world outside of mankind.
They stand as a barrier in the way of transforming it, related to
and flowing from the same way in which the objective organization
of society in a backward, declining and historically obsolete way
stands in the way of mankind being able to consciously transform
nature. So this is why our goal is not a vague notion of changrng
lhe world, but it is to eliminate those divisions, Lo eliminate
classes, in order that mankind can advance to the stase where it
can more directly and consciously confront, and transform the objective world. So viewed historically Lhat's our goal.
And I think this is an important point because we have to arm
ourselves and other people with an understanding, a basic
materialist understanding, of what is this society, what makes it
function. We talk about these phrases that we have in these articles on the Mass Line*, where it throws in a phrase about how
capitalist society is a barrier to development. Whab does that
mean? I think we have to deepen our own understanding and the
masses' understanding, and it's not an abstract questlon,
unrelated to their lives. You know there is a very po.iverful Lhrng
from Lenin in one of these works that I cited here (although nor rn
this particular quote that I cited) where he brings out a;d gives
this example, he says something like, "today Lhere is not war, people are in their homes, scattered and isolated from each other, going to work and back or whatever. Tomorrow there is a war and all
of a sudden millions of people are drawn together, put into
uniform, and organized by the capitalists. "
What he's showing there is that these forces and laws (and that
war itself) were not something that were simply the "will," even of
the capitalists themselves, bul act independently of anyone's will.
*See Revolution, Dec. 15, 19?5 and March
the RCP.

, t9?6 or pamphlet Thi Mass Line by
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Of course, in the case of any war, with regard to Lhe particularity
of when it broke ouL and how it broke out, this is a conscious action
on the part of the bourgeoisie; il would be vulgar maLerialism if we
didn't see Lhat they consciously decide at a given time "this is it,
let's go down." Bul the facL thaL they were driven lo do that and
sooner or later are going to do that lgo to warl is independcnL of
their will or anyone else s.
The fact thal people can be moved from a siLuation of going to
work, coming back, going lo work, having a certain life and family
and everything, and all of a sudden millions of people's lives are
transformed in an inslant, shows us in a living way that, lhese are
not abstractions we are talking about arming ourselves and the
masses with, divorced from their daily Iives, nor should we present
them Lhat way. But in fact there are laws and there are forces Lhat.
are governing and determining whaL happens Lo them every day,
much bigger than their home, their neighborhoods, their jobs, Lheir
communities, or even their country for Lhat malLer. There are laws
of nature and laws of society thaL do deLermine ihis buL Lhe laws
act blindly and they act behind the back even of Lhe bourgeoisie,
and certainly they act against Lhe interests, againsl. Lhe will,
behind the backs of and blindlv Lo, the masses. So Lhe queslion is
not whether or noL there are going Lo be forces oul l,herc Lhat are
going lo affect your life and whether you can seal yourself off from
Lhem, but whether you can remove Lhe obstacles and barriers to
progress by consciously confronting them, both in lhe material
world and in the philosophical realm.
Whal I've said so far is, in a sweeping kind of way, trying to lay
the basis, act as inLroduction, to getting into some parLiculars.
And i think it is extremely imporLanL for a leading body like this
and in general for Lhe whole Party, and ultimately for the whole
working class lo be able Lo consLantly deepen our ability Lo view
tbings in that kind of sweeping way. Because I think that is whaL
moves people forward, when the blinders are removed and people
see that there are these forces shaping things and thaL you can consciously master them sLep by step-slep by step, nol all at once,
not out of will, but by grasping the situation you can consciously
masLer and overcome Lhem. And it brings things home a lol
sharper, it takes the hatred people have for the way Lhings are and
their beginning, rudimentary undersLanding and fragmentary
understanding of who's responsible for that-which divides into
two, it is partly correcL and parLly incorrect-it takes it and concentrales it and channels and directs it in a way that doesn't just
allow people Lo vent their habred, which Lhey do on each other all
the t,ime, but allows them to use thaL hatred and energy to
transform Lhe world and remove the obstacles to transforming iL.
So I think that is extremely important.
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want to say here a little bit more on Lhis first point, and then
I sort of touched on it when I was Lalkins about what
Lenin says, the example he gives about the army and the war and
things like that, but notice what's quol.ed under point five in the
paper, another quote from Lenjn aboul, l,he masses "uncomplainingly allowing themselves to be rohbod. And I think ,srin we
have to undersLand this statemen t dialecl icallv. ( I'm sure there are
hair splitters and so on who make every statement by people like
Lenin an absolute, and if we wanted to have fun with the
dogmatist forces we could play around with this staLemenL and
show Lhem how off the wall Lenin was because he says Lhal Lhe
masses uncomplainingly allowed themselves to be r;bbed. But
that's noL the poinl I don't think at all.) "Uncomplainingly" there
is a relative term, it's viewed in terms of when t.he situation
changes qualitalively in the big way we're Lalking aboul..
I think it's kind of like that phrase (I can'L remember it exactly)
about the wheels of God grinding-they grind slowly but grind exceedingly fine-it's kind of like Lhe way people spontaneously view
things. It's like fate, powers that be, god, whatever, is jusL sorL of
grinding along, shaping life and Lhere isn'L too much you can do
about it, except within whatever little freedom you presently have
so try to find the best possible happiness you can or whatever you
can find. As long as the situation is relaLively slable-you have to
emphasize relatiuely stable-for the powers that be, then relatively the masses do uncomplainingly allow themselves to be robbed.
Not that they don'l know that they are being robbed and ripped
off. (It's very hard to find Loo many people who you work with or
whatever who the minute you say "you know Lhey're rippin_g us off" won't agree.)But immediately the question comes up,
"what are you going to do about it, lhat's always the way it is,
that's always the way it will be" and so on.
Again these objecLive laws operating behind the backs of people
and independent of the will of anyone, acLing as blind forces, have
a lot to do with changing people's outlook on that question too. It
is as if the Mafia comes down the block every week and collects extortion money from you and lhe guy just shows up at a certain
time every week and he's there and collects Lhe money. And
everybody hates it but that's part of life. But then if you have
the Mafia beginning to fall out among themselves, sLarting to
shoot each other up, other slmdicates come in and try to grab the block
off and the normal machinery begins to break down, then the question begins to arise much more sharply in lhe minds of Lhose who
are being robbed, "maybe this doesn't have to be this way; maybe
lhere is a way that in fact it can be fundamentally changed."
And that's related to Lhis question, this quote that's in here from
Marx, about how when things are going well, competition takes
move on.
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the form of an operating fraLernity among the capiLalisLs. In other

words, yes, there's competition but Lhey're able more or lessmore or less, these terms have to be understood relatively more
or less peacefully to resolve iL. But once the thing turns around
a€iainst lhem then it is not a question of their being on Lhe up
swing. with more and more prosperiLy temporarily, but instead
there is more and more crises. When it's a question of dividing up
the shrinking profit pie and dividing up the losses, some people dying out and losing in lhe thing-then the competition becomes
ouLright cut-throat. And bhe way that's related to the point before,
the quoLe from Lenin, is that Lenin also laid out three conditions
for the development of a revoluLionary siLualion. He laid them out
in differenL formulations, and one formulation that s several places
is: l) that the old ruling class has Lo be unable lo go on and rule in
the old way; 2) Lhat the lower classes are unable to live in the old
way: and 3) you have to have a conscious forcr:, Lhe Party, that's
€iot the rools and the plan and the undelsLanding and the organization to be able to turn the opportunity into a success.
I Lhink from whaL I have been saying you can see Lhe first two
points-all three are interrelated-but you can especially and in
particular see how the first two poinLs are interrelaLed. In other
words, independently of their will and because of the internal contradictions and laws governing capitalism-and more generally
the development of society-Lhis operating fraterniLy is breaking
down. Il is only a relative stability anyway. It breaks down more
and more to where they are less and less able lo keep Lhe
machinery sort of grinding along slowly. And all of a sudden Lhere
are jerks, there are fits and sLarts, there are repairs that they have
to make in the machinery, there are arguments among l,he technicians about how to repair it. All of this brings out much more
sharply in the minds of people, "hey, maybe we don'L have to be
just ground down by Lhis machinery." The dissatisfaction that exists Lakes a much sharper form, it calls into quesLion much more
fundamenLally the right and the ability-and I don't think we can
underestimate LhaL question, the ability-of these guys to rule.
Again, this relaLes back to the dialectical relationship between
Lhe inability of Lhe old ruling class Lo go on and keep the machinery
grinding in the old way and the unwillingness and inability of the
masses to go on living in the old way. This point about the ability
of the old ruling class to rule is an extremely important question,
not only in Lheir own ranks buL among Lhe masses who are very
Dractical minded and have Lo be because of the necessities of life.
And there is and will be a big section of the masses, who up to Lhe
point of insurrection (and even afLer) are not going to be thal conscious of Lheir position in society and the historic mission of Lhe
working class. A big thing that makes a lot of them active and
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brings them into motion and into unity wirh the conscious forces
of [he working class is lhe fact lhat these guys (the capitalists)
don'b seem to be able to make Lhings run any more. Of course, our
indictment, of the capiCalisls id not simply limiled Lo that-it is
someLhing Chat goes deeper and is much more fundament,al-iL
goes Lo: a) .rfty they aren't able to run societ,y in a raLional way and
b) the whole thing about how society has to be transformed and
how until il is, crises are going Lo conslanlly errise. But while we
have lo go deeply inCo this with the masses, we shouldn't fail to
understand the imporLance of the question of the inabili0y of the
old ruling class to rule.
You can see Lhat if you put it in lerms of its opposite. Righl now
we have a Prctgramme and it has a long section "Life Under
Socialism, " and iL describes all lhese things that are going to happen, which have a lot of power, but frankly to a lot, of people seem
disLant and remote and don't grab them immediately. But once bhe
sit'uaLion ripens and you've literally goi Lwo opposing armies right,
there in Lhe field and in particular you have Lhe army that
represenls the working class in the field, it is a little bit different
than now.'lhe workers'army marches into a neighbr.rrhood and iL
sends out ibs political cadre and they pull ouL Lhe Programme
abouL how things are going to change and whaLever, and say to
people (nol only run down the generalities and future possibilities
of life under socialism) buL say "nr.ru, when we defeat the enemy, a,
b, c, and d are going to happen, " it, makes a lot of difference [o people. "Today you can'L solve Lhe quesiion of criminals- Lomorrow
we re going to sLarL solving iL. And we have the armed might of the
masses t,o solve it! Today millions are ouL of work and the econr.rmy
is in chaos-iomorrow we will begin putting people back Lo work
and restoring t,he economy-on a new basis, in a way Lo eliminaLe
crises and chaos and make the economy serve the people's needs,
and we have the armed power of Lhe masses Lo enforce that too!"
'fhese are the major kinds of things that right now we're not able
to effect. BuL when t,hat sibuation ripens and the qualiiative leap
does occur Lhen your ability t,o resolve immediaLe cont,radict,ions
confronting lhe people, as opposed fo the inabilify of Lhe opposrng
lorces, becomes a very real quesLion and Lhe question of immediate
action and program becomes very irnpofl ant .
'fhal's true in a big way at that time and it s also true in a lesser
way bul also important way in any given sLage in thc development,
of things. In olher words, aL all times iL s crucial to pay ar.LenLion
Lo Laclics. OfLen we geL a struggle going but we don'L pay enough
atlention to details and Lactics. We hir the enenlv a couole of
times, deal him a couple of defeats, and rhen
," uui pr"pured fo.
lhe ineviLable counter-allack. We don'L pay""attention enough lo
the fact that for people whom we are asking to follow us and to

whom we're raising lhis banner and saying lbllow n"nina u", i.r l
daily, hourly way, wit,houL geLting nanow or tailist or anything
else, their lives are affected by what we do. The bigger the stakes
in t,he struggle, the bigger Lhe effecl. Bul at every stage lhey're affecled by whal we do.
Let's Lake an example from the mass struggles of the workers.
Members of the AuLo Workers Uniied to Fight (AWUF), which our
Party has helped to build around the counlry, had been dealing
some defeats to Lhe union officials in the area of Dayton at the GM
plant. there. They had two big mass mobilizations ac unron
meet,ings, where first, lhey had 1000 people who came to lhe unron
mee[ing, which people know is not, a small lurnoui, and they overwhelmingly voLed down a proposal of Lhe union officials to split
the union and weaken lhe workers' fighL as t,he conlract approached. Shorlly afterwards the demands of lhe Auto Workers United
to Fight were presented aL a union meeting and a guy got up and
Lhe union president Lried to rule him out of order and adjourn the
meeling and the guy kept arguing. 'fhe president, said, well, I'll
lake a molion to adjourn and lhere were about.250 people at lhis
meeLing and nobody would make a motion to adjourn. So then the
guy says "I move that we pass this firsl demand of AWUF" and it
was voled and passed. 'Ihen the president says, "OK now, I'll
enterlain a molion to adjourn."'lhere was no moLion to adjourn.
And it went on like this and finally after the guy had gotten up and
presenLed about two or three more demands the union president
says, "OK, I want lo adjourn. We've passed all lhe demands. Lel's
go home." So we'd been dealing defeats lo Lhem.
But then at a meeLing shortly afcer that the forces of Auto
Workers United to Pight go in to struggle over how the question of
the sLrike aut,horization voLe should be handled in Lhe union. And a
commitleeman working with AWUF gets up to make a molion and
the president rules him out of order and there's a lot, of struggle.
'fhere's roughly over 800 workers Lhere and over half of them have
been mobilized by lhe progressive forces. There's a lot of struggle
and it's a lug and pull. 'Ihe presidenl rules him out of order, the
masses shout to let him speak for a while and then it goes back and
forlh. Finally he rules him out, of order and says "Get him out of
here." Immediately, organized forces, goons made up of union officials, jump the guy, some workers come Lo his defense, one of the
workers gets shot and the commitLeeman who stood up to make
lhe motion ends up getling-well, I don'l know exactly what his
condition is, but they pul hirn in critical condilion in the hospital
with possible long-Lerm brain damage by being pounded on the
head with brass knuckles.
'fhe point I'm making here is a lot of Limes-noL lo crilicize those
workers, because Lhey were generally waging pr€Lty damn good
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struggle-bul I lhink we as the ParLy of Lhe working class have Lo
it in summing up LhaL every time we hit them they're going L()
hit back. A lot of Limes I think we do this: we do rnake advances
and gains in Lhe work and then we sort of just acL as if the cnern-v,
when it's wr.runded, won't strike back. In fact when Lhey rc wountled, lhal makes t,hem more vicious a lot of times. We don t crrnlead

sis[enlly take inLo account

Lhc qu{Jsti()n

of Lactically taking full a(

counL of [hem.

I m departing a bit from the main point I'm trying to make buL I
think that's another imporlant poinL to stress-that whatever the
given slage of the stru{tgle is, as Mao'fsetung says, our class when
it s fighting in clr)se quarlers with Lhe enemy, has Lo depend enLilt'
ly on the correct and firm t.actics of its Party. 'fhis is a very imporlanL Lhing. It is not simply a tacLical question, l)ut iL s a quesLi(,o
of what our tactics are guided l.ry as well. And particular/y it s a
question of our scienLific undcrstanding of Lhe nal,ure of Lhe enerr r v
and our ability to make a class analysis of different forces and Lo
see whose inLeresls Lhey represent and on LhaL basis how thc,y an,
going Lo act and to be able L0 fight blow for l-rlow and LiL for Lar
wiLh them and to anticipate the fact that Lhe rnore we hit thom t.lre
rnore Lhey are going to lry l(.r organize their forces Lo lry Lo hit
back and Lhe more we have [o do Lhe sarne.
'l'he way it. relales to this bigger question I ve touched on befrrre
is that the dissalisfacLion of Lhe rnasses is always Lhere, and it
lirows the more thal lhis system goes into crisis and the nachinerv
breaks down. Bul that, does not automatically lead to tremcndr;us
upsurges of sLruggle or to any sus[ained upsurge of sl,ruggle. Lioked to this is the fourth point in the paper, about there being more
lhan a little idealism coming off the founding of the Parry. Wc
talked about this again on the slanding bodies, but I think there is
this tendency, noL really seeing lhe ups and downs of the sLruggle,
kind of like we've removed all LhaL baggage from Lhe past, we usecl
to do everything all screwed up-a little undialectical view, like
evcrything we did in the past shr-ruld be negated in a onc-sided

way-and now we've cleaned all Lhat away, and likc

ir

characterizes it in lhe paper, "now we're going lo be altle Lo uniLe
with the struggles and move them straighL forward. I don t. t.hink
that this has laken the form so much of, "Lomorrow we re going Lrr
achieve the revolutionary goal, ' but kind of likc Lhings arc gc,irrg
Lo go in a straight line and in and of itself our work in t.hese sLruggles is gr.ring lo lead to revolution at some point. IL's going t.o lrt'
like rnarching fbrward-after all, the workers are naLuraliy gr,ing
l() embrace us because we've shed all that stuff t.hat. nrade us stink
Lo Lhem and here wc are laking up lheir struggles, rcprcscnting
lheir intrrests, why won t they just fall in line and welll go l. ,, .,.
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understanding materialistically enough that we live in a
real world where the enerny hits back, where there is necessity for
people and it's not a question for people of bowing dowr-r. to it but

4-not

ligu;ing out at any given time as well as in the overall, how to

move things forward.
I think that is an extremely important point. Unless we pay at'
tention to that things will move forward for a while, but people are
up against real necessity-necessity to eat, people have-families,
aird so on. The more we have gone out and built struggle, linked up
with it, the more we've run into a lot of these things. Just because
people see more that something is wrong, that the machinery is

irr"iti"g

down, doesn't automatically and spontaneously lead

them to go forward in a straight line. It does lead them to struggle
more, and there is more struggle. But of course nothing goes forward in a straight line. There are ups and downs, twists and turns,
there are detours, inevitably in the struggle. I think this view that
we can march forward in a straight line says basically' "after all
we're going to show the workers that we're good fellows and not a
bunch of idiots or people who didn't like them philosophically or
something, and we've got a good heart and so on, and we have
their interests at heart and we're even willing to fight if they'll just
follow us in a straight lirie." I think we've learned a lot about the

fact that at any given point if our tactics deviate from the mass
line that as that second article [see pamphlet, Th,e Mass Line]
pointed out. you can go from very big to very small very fasl.
Another point has to be made. Unless through all the tactical
twists and turns we have in mind the long range objective and
we're constantly raising the general level of understanding and
bringing forward the advanced and training them, we're going to
evetrtually find initial gains turned into their opposite. The spontaneous upsurges and our ability to link up with them are going to
be weakened, not strengthened. When we're fighting in close
quarters, especially where there is a high level of spontaneous
slruggle, the question of how to carry out the second and third objectives in thal kind of situation becomes in some ways more difiicult. It's one thing if you're working in a place and people say
"yeah, so and so is a communist, and other people have different
ohilosophies" or Lhev're even a little more interested and want to
iearn about it-it's another thing where you are fighting in very
sharp, direct quarters with the enemy and the question of us communists being involved becomed a part of that struggle.
The enemy says to the masses, "this struggle involves these
communists, that's who you're following, whether consciously or
unconsciously, that's what you're working towards." Even a lot of
the advanced people say, "You know I think a lot of you guys'
ideas are good but why do you have to bring that issue up in the
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thing here-it just makes it more difficult for us." The only ryay
you can combat that is by arming the people: a) with an undeistanding that the enemy is the enemy and has its nature, has its
necessity and is going to do what it's going to do regardless of
whether we're there or not. It's going to try to step up its robbery
of the people and so on; and b) that there are much bigger things involved, for example as I said before with the example from Lenin
about the army and this other kind of stuff, there aie much brgger
things involved than simply these day to day battles, although
they are extremely important and have to be waged very sharpfu.
There are bigger things happening. For example, a lot of peopie
who work in certain industries are vets; thev've had broader experiences, a large number of them in the Vietnim War. Thev ve felt.
if not consciously understood, tha0 Lhing about these laws operating
to move them thousands of miles away from families, loved ones,
friends and rvhatever, and plop them down into a kind of situation
they would never have chosen to be in, at least 98Zo of them. But
urrless we arm people with a materialist understanding and raise
their sights toward the long-term, general interests of our class, the
question is going to arise in the midst of these battles, what the hell
do we need you kind of guys around for? I'm trying to emphasize
the two aspects: on the one hand we have to fight toe to to€, tactic
for tactic, to be prepared to hit them back and try to anticipate their
moves; on the other hand, if that's all we do {this is Lenin's noint in
What Is To Be Done?), after a while people say."listen, *e cin wug"
this struggle without you." People can learn these tactical thrngs,
people can learn how to retreat and this and that, in the narrow
limited sense of how to wage that kind of struggle.
If that's all that we are bringing to them, then our initial links
with them and their initial sense that, "hey, these people are really
adding something," is going to get turned around, exactly when
the stakes get raised for having us around. And they do get raised
the sharper the struggle gets. Unless we're consciously carryrng
out all of the objectives there is not going to be a basis for people to
see how the irnmediate struggle fits into something bigger, or for
thal matter why have communists around at all.
I ve sort of rambled from one point to another. I hope that people
can get the general thrust, the overall point of this question that we
are dealing with is how to do revolutionary work when not in a
revolutionary situation. I've tried so far to deal with sweeping questions connected with that, and with some very particular queitions.
I want to talk a little bit about what exactly is the objective situa"tion. I don't think in a meeting like this that we can fundamentally,
qualitatively deepen, in a big sense, the understanding we have of
what the objective situation is. I don't think this is the place to do
that or to try to do that. (We have assigned some people within the
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Party to form a broader group and work with others who are
friends and affiliates to deeply investigate the actual situation of the
economy of this country and the other countries similar to it.) I
don't think this is the kind of place to try to do off the cuff or halfassed attempts at analysis. But I do think that there are some basic
points that, as it says in the paper, we have made at the Founding
Congress and which have been borne out in reality. Some of them
are pointed to in the references and quotes in that Business Weeh
article. I lvant to say a couple more things and relate them back to
the points which we've stressed and some of which were even added
to the MPR document at the time of the Founding Congress.
One of the things this magazine does-one of the first graphs they
have-is on the background of the capital crisis. They show how the
growth-spending must accelerate and they have a graph of business
spending on plant equipment up to '75 and then a projection for the
next ten years. Then right below it they have a graph that shows
that the rate of return has fallen. It shows Dre-tax return on rn-

vested capital for private corporations. Theie is a very definite

decline in the period from 1965 when what is their rough equivalent
of the rate of profit is about 16% or ).7 Vo to about 67o in 19?5.
So again like we said in the MPR there are offsetting tendencies.
The way that Marx characterized it was he didn't say "the law of

the rate of profit to fall." he said. "the law of the tendency ol the
rate of profit to fall." There is a little difference there, buithe difference is important. As in everything Marx was very dialectical,
and his point was, this is a general overall tendency. Then he went
on to analyze that there are countervailing tendencies which also
after a while turn into their opposite. This is in fact, like the MPR
points out, what has been happening. There have been different
ways in which the capitalists have tried to counteract this. But
these things turn into their opposite, like a lot of their monetary
policies, both here and internationally, government spending,
underwriting of investment and their other moves which in fact
these guys (editors of Easiness Weeh) call for more of, have for a
while, temporarily, stopped the decline or pushed the rate back up
temporarily, and then it falls again because these things turn into
their opposite. And this is graphically illustrated by the thing here
6n BW).
Another important point, linked to this, is the category -B l/ has,
which it calls "the big squeeze on U.S. companies." The point that
they make is that with the rate of profit falling (you see all these
things are related) the amount of profit that these companies are
able to generate for new investment is declining relative to the
amount that they have to bonow, each time around, in order to expand investment. The point is that their debt is growing greater
than their profit which they generate internally,.in other words
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within their own operations. And that affects some of the other
contradictions that are mentioned here.
For example the contradiction between the government itself
borrowing-sometimes to prop up particular industries like
a$:iculture, or others which are sagging even worse because
agriculture has actually been a relatively strong point over this
period, or to borow for social services or to finance military spending or whatever-the contradiction between that and the ability of
these corporations to get money is growing sharper. And that's
linked to the fundamental law of the tendency of the rate of profit
to fall. In other words if their rate of profit were not falling, the
squeeze on them debt-wise would not be so sharp and some of these
other contradictions would not be so sharo.
Like I said, I don't think this is the place to go into a half-baked
or half-assed attempt to analyze it but simply to show what people
ought to be looking to-for example, the graph here (inBWi which
shows the equity of the corporations per dollar of debt. In 196b for
each dollar of debt there was {on the average) $3.60 worth of equity. And at this point there's about $2.30 worth of equity for each
dollar of debt (equity being a rough indication of capital or
"assets. ") This is another way of illustrating the same thing that
the capital that they have on hand, the profit that is being
generated relative to what they have to borrow, is declining. What
this means is it increases the power of finance capital even more.
Overall it increases the poweiof the monopolies ihat are already
most powerful, of the bigger banks, etc. (though not uniformly)
and it means (and they even say straight out in here) that there is
going to be a further concentration of capital in the period ahead.
The smaller, weaker, medium-sized, even lower level (if you want to
call them that) monopoly capitalists are going to be pushed to the
wall even more in the period ahead and the bigger ones who are
generating more profit or have more finance capital at their
disposal are going to be able to concentrate and centralize even
more capital in their hands.
When-this happens-the ruining of sections of the bourgeoisie or
the petty bourgeoisie or whatever-this further intensifies, over
any period of time, the contradictions. It doesn't alleviate them, it
doesn't tend to make them less sharp but tends to make them
sharper. There is also a certain dialect'ic which sets in here where
lhose who got get more and those who ain't got can't get nothing.
Even among the big boys, if your financial record and your ability
to generate profit isn't so good then your ability to get loans is also
not so great. This is the kind of dialectic that feeds on itself.
What we have to understand at the same time is the way the
Iaws operate. As Marx said in CapitaL the capitalists are only
capital personified. That I think is an extremely important point
related to this thing about the way these laws operate behind the
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backs of people, independent of their will. By that he was emphasizing thal they operate independently in the overall sense of
ihe wil bf the capitalists themselves. In other words these laws
assert themselves and the capitalists are only active as the personal agents of the social relations of the system. That doesn't
have any will at all'
-"utt you can get vulgar and say they don't
would
be ridiculous.
that
is
no
superstructure-obviously
bhere
But in an ot erall, fu.tdamental sense what I'm trying to get at and
what is important for the masses to grasp as well as the Party, is
that the capitalists are going to be driven to intensify exploitatron.
This operaling fraternity is more and more breaking down and
they aie going to be more and more driven to push the masses
down even more. This is the reason that these attacks are stepping
up, and I think that it is irnportant to arm the masses with this
understanding, not in the more superficial sloganeering way that
we tended to do it in the past-like simply repeating "there is more
crises, more attacks"-but to go deeper than that and expose the
reason that these crises develop the way they do, make real this
thing about the inevitability of such crises, make real the thing
about laws that operate and how they operate, and how by grasp'
ing bhem we can change things, make revolution
In fact ihe capitalists still try from time to time to make the
very contradictions of capitalism appear to be its great -strength.
Foi example in here IBW) they quote one of their own ranks saying
"there can never be a capital shortage." He is one of these pure,
"free market" kinds of economists, he says something like, "we
live in an economy where consumers have to state their
preferences and the market is actually a great clearing house and if
people don't have the money to spend on something and it-won't
get-produced, that's tough." It's like the main founder of their
ichobl of political economy, Adam Smith, talked about "the invisible hand'; and this is what he meant: the market acts as a way of
equitably settling all these conflicting interests and the exchange
of commodities. I think that we have to turn that around or, like
Marx did with Hegel, stand it on its feet. In fact there is an "invisi
ble hand" but it is not one that equitably resolves all this in some
kind of abstract interest of everybody but in fact it is an invisible
hand which operates in an anarchistic way. Only by removing the
capitalists, by removing the social relations that they're the personification of, can we eliminate this invisible hand which keep.s
smacking people, and move society and mankind forward. I think
that thai cbncept of the invisible hand is a good one, but I think we
have to stand i1 on its feet and explain it to people scientifically.
That's really the point of this.
The question came up, for example, among the Auto Workers
United 1o Fight, when they had their conference recently, there
was recently a bit on TV that showed the big four auto com-
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panies-the 3% or whatever, the Big 3 and the little tyke-and it
showed that sales of the Big 3 were all up X7o (GM the most and
what have you), but American Motors was off X7o. American
Motors workers have actually won some things in their contracts
in the past that other workers are striving for right now, such as
the right to strike over all grievances, literal voluntary overt.ime
after 40 hours, not phony voluntary overtime, and a steward ratio
of one steward for every 35 workers which is overall a good thing.
What is happening is that American Motors is saying these things
have to be taken away because they are losing out in the competition and they've already closed down a line, laid off a thousand
workers in Milwaukee, and they're pushing a line that they're going to go out of business if the workers don't give up a lot of
things. Of course the other auto companies are pushing a line that
they have to compete and that they're going to fall behind if the
workers don't give up a lot of things.
So potentially these guys are educating the workers, but only
potentially. They are not in fact educating them directly. But
they're providing us with a lot of raw material to educate the
workers-that in fact there is an antagonistic relationship, that
their interests even in the short run can only advance at the expense of ours, by taking it out of us. But more than that we have to
show, and this is the important thing-this is the point that Marx
made in lots of different places-that with these social relations
whichever way we turn and however the fortunes of the capitalists
go the position of the masses of workers worsens in the long run.
In other words the more the capitalists accumulate at one pole
there is the increase in suffering and poverty and degradation at
the other.
That's a real thing, that's not something that was just true in
the 19th century and not now. What do they do when they accumulate? Do they parcel it back out and build new homes for the
workers? New schools and hospitals suddenly spring up directly in
relation to the profit of the capitalists? This is not what happens at
all. What happens is more machinery, the shifting of that capital
that can't be profitably invested in the home market to other
markets, and where it is invested in the home market it is not to
raise the standard of living of the workers, although some concessions are granted in periods where that is possible, but much more
so to introduce new machinery, speed-up, etc. And there is the
long-term tendency of capital in the form of machinery (constant
capital) to replace capital in the form of wages and workers hired
and paid with those wages (variable capital).
What we talked about with the auto workers, particularly at
American Motors was look, they're running the line that we have
to save the company to save our jobs and we have to tell the
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workers the cold and hard facts that there isn't any way in the
world that we can guarantee that American Motors isn't going to
go broke. We can do anything we want, in fact work for $1 an hour
and we still can't guarantee that American Motors won't go broke.
We have to explain to them in a living way that there are laws that
are much bigger than American Motors or even the auto industry.
We have to take the stand that if they are going to go broke we'd
rather have them go broke with us making $7 an hour than with us
making S4 an hour-and with us in a stronger position to continue
the fight alainst them as a class. We have a lot of perceptual
knowledge in that case because a lot of the workers who worked at
American Motors worked for Hudson in the'50s and they took $1
an hour wage cut to "save" the company, and it went broke
anyway and they had to transfer to Milwaukee.
Again what you have is these blind laws operating, this invisible
hand scooped these people up and threw them down in Milwaukee.
No matter how much they tried to save the company. The same
thing happened in this Dayton plant that I talked about earlier
and that's why there has been a lot of sharp struggle there. They
were convinced five years ago to take a wage cut to save the plant,
then they were hit with a layoff, then demands for a further wage
cut. So again potentially the workers are being educated, but we've
got to raise that to a rational, scientific understanding in the
course of building struggle or else it gets turned into its opposite
and people become further confused and demoralized.
Now I want to try to touch on a few more points here, then see if
we can somehow tie this all together because I know it's gone from
one point to another, but I'm trying to drive home the main thrust
here and that is-how do we do revolutionary work when we don t
have a revolutionary situation. On the question of necessity and
objective conditions and forging freedom there's a quote from Mao
Tsetung (in point three of the paper), sometimes people need
change but subjectively they don't understand the need for the
change. Now that can be understood in big ways as well as small
ways. Sometimes people need to go on strike and they don't
understand the need to and sometimes people need to go up to
Labor Relations and argue with them up there and sometimes in
an overall sense they need to turn the world upside down and they
don't understand it. That can be viewed in a lot of different lights,
but the principle is the same.
I think we have to understand the principle correctly. And that
is, as Mao Tsetung said, we cannot introduce the change just
because ue understand that the rhasses need the change and objectively it is true that they need the change. We have to view things
in terms of their opposites, dialectically. Like how do the masses
weigh that change as against what other alternatives are im-
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mediately before them? Even if we know that in the lonE run those
alternatives are dead ends and illusory, how do we convince the
masses of people of that? And you can neither do it by giving up
and saying all right, you have an illusion, let's play along with it
for a while and later on we'll raise the question that maybe these
are illusions, because that only leads to demoralization. Nor can
you do it by saying that's all an illusion and here's what has to be
done and dammit do it.
The key phrase here that Mao says is that we should not make
the change until through our work most of the people have become
conscious of the need and are willing and determined to carry it
out. I think what we especially need to say is through our work azd
together with the deuelopment of the objectiue situation, becarse
those two go hand in hand. (I'm not calling Mao an idealist here. I
don't think that was his point-independently of the conditions.)
But I think we need to add, "together with the development of the
objective conditions," at the same time we have to stress and
underline "through our work." If you want to look overall at the
problem in our Party-whether it is not taking conditions into account enough and making rash advances (which certainly
happens), or taking them into account and being tog conservative-the second is definitely the main danger we have to deal
with. But we shouldn't flip from one to the other. There is no point
and no interest to be served by replacing deberminism by vbluntarism, by replacing slavishness before conditions or the tendency
towards it with the tendency to ignore conditions and think that
you can by your will transform reality.
So we do have to emphasize the question of through our worh.
And again we have to emphasize the question of step by step,
quality occuring within quantity and that there are stages within
the development of things. In other words it is not only true that
today the masses need to objectively turn the world upside down
but they don't see the need for that. There's lots of other things
that are part of building towards that objective that they need to
do but which they don't yet see the need to do, and that of course
occurs daily, that there are changes that need to be made, struggle
that has to be built. The key to all this is that through our work,
the method of our work needs to be the mass line.
But again, we can't simply divorce the immediate thing, any immediate battle, from the overall goal. In other words, it goes back
to this thing about what's universal in one context becomes particular in another. This means, the way I understand it in the real
world, that in the context of transforming all of society (which can
be viewed as the universal) every particular battle that we engage
in towards that goal is a particular. There is also a sense in which
you can isolate the particular battle and say that that particular
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battle is the universal-the battle to organize the union, the battle
to win a strike, the battle against this or that police repression,
whatever it might be. And then there are many particulars within
that-the tactics of each battle. That's another application of the
principle that what is universal in one context is particular in
another, or you can say what is a strategy in one context is a tactic
in another. whatever vou will.
But the point that-needs to be stressed most, overall, is that
while we have to keep in mind that there are qualitative changes
within the quantitative steps towards the revolutionary change we
can never forget the big quantity to quality change that we are
aiming towards-in other words, never forget the revolutionary
goal. If we do it will affect the smaller battles because they are also
dialectically related-whether we understand it or not, whether
anyone wants it to be true or not-it is true that what you can
achieve in changing the conditions of the masses for example is
related to the big question of how society is going to be organized.
There is no way to get around that. If we think we can plug along
and just change conditions step by step without running up
against the question of changing the whole way society is organized then we have forgotten some very basic things and we need to
reroot ourselves in those basics. So while we have to take up these
particulars, look at the question of quality within the quantitative
build-up, we have to keep in mind always the general, sweeping
goal and the big qualitative change that we are talking about
Now part of this question of the objective situation we are dealing with, and one of the big questions, is the mood of the masses.
That is something that I'm anxious to learn a lot more about and
think I have a lot less to say than I have to listen to on that question, because I feel that all of us in general have to sum up a lot
rnore and get a lot better collective understanding of where people

are at. But one thing that I think we have to
understand-well,there are several things-one is that this is not
the period of the '60s. It is not the period of that same kind of

movement, nor will that same kind of cycle repeat itself in the
same way because that is not the way that things go-history
repeating itself-it goes in spirals and each one is different.
In the July 4th [internal] bulletin it points out for example that
twenty years ago we could not have had such a demonstration and
a few years ago it couldn't have had the kind of class character
that it did. I think that is a very important thing that has to do
with the objective situation and the mood of the masses, viewing it
dialectically. And here it is important to take note of-we have
talked about this but I think we have to understand it better-the
question of bourgeoisification of the working class and the concessions that the workers were able to win due to the position of our
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rulers since the Iast world war. Like it savs in this noint four here
it's ri;htist in essence and
misunderstands the section in the MPR o; Orientation, and how rt
downgrades the role of theory and the role of the conscious element, etc. I think we have to understand this pretty deeply. The
section on Orientation that's in the MPR is correct but I use the
example that it is like a Janus-faced thing. In ancient mythology
(that's where we get the word January from) Janus was this guy
who had two faces, one looking one way and one looking the other,
and that's why January was supposed to be the beginning of the
new year and signalled the end of the last one.
This orientation question divides into two. The question of the
working class being the only truly revolutionary class, that we've
got to put both feet there, that's our orientation, and so on, was a
question of relatively and not absolutely (and that's important to
understand) slamming the door on a certain outlook and baggage
and view that characterized that movement in the'60s, even
though it generally had a progressive thrust. The question is on
the one hand of breaking with the past, not in an absolute sense,
and I think there is some idealism around that as I said
before-that we did break with it in an absolute sense-bur ro
break with that orientation, make a qualitative leap; then you're
confronted with the question, "all right, that is the class that is going to do it, all right we're the outfit that's going to be the conscious leadership of that, now we have to look with cold eyes,
straight at reality and where it's at. "
You can see this in letters that Marx and Ensels wrote. Where
they were dealing with people like Bernstein and that school it
would be like, "you don't like the dirty hands and the rough hands
of the workers" and so on. Then they'd turn around and when they
were dealing with a lot of idealism and romanticism about those
people with dirty hands they would bend the stick quite the other
way and talk about the "philistine British workers" and this and
that. I don't think that's because they ever gave up their orientation that the working class is the revolutionary class in modern
society, that they changed their minds about the historic missron.
But exactly because you break with that petty bourgeois baggage,
make a leap beyond it, you've got to look and say, all right now, we
are the conscious forces, where, in political terms, is the army that
we have to be the conscious forces of? How do we actuallv move rr
from where it is to where we have to go? We can't erect aia barrier
to that kind of materialist analysis i lot of moralism.
I think a lot of that went along with the idealism around the time
of the founding of the Party. A certain amount of that was rnevitable because the way things develop is not in a straight line
forward; they swing this way and they swing that.way and you've

about the idealism and how
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and developing? It's the decline and it's the undercutting of that
bourgeoisification, not the fact of bourgeoisificationBul the question of prineipal aspect has to be dealt with dialectically, too. Just becauie you grab hold of the principal aspect and
recognize that it is what's rising and developing doesn't mean that
you can obliterate the other aspect or fail to take into account the
iact that a lot of the questions of the need to rise up and struggle
and to take matters into our own hands, a lot of this thinking is
new to a lot of workers, or it's like dusting off old thoughts which
people maybe thought didn't have to be thought again. There's goinglo be a lot of demoralization unless we do approach this scientifically and understand exactly where things are at. I think this is
not a thing which is going to lead us or shouid lead us, if we do it
dialectically and are materialistic about it, to further demoralization, but to less. It is not going to lead us in the direction of tailing
behind the spontaneous tendencies of the masses but is going to in
fact give us a firmer basis and greater understanding of the need to
link up with, yes,but to lead the masses of workers, not tail behind
them. And to struggle in a way that fellow workers struggle about
where the future is going and how do you really sum up the history
of where things have been, why are we having the problems we are
having now and what's the answer to them? Is it to make the
"good old U.S." number one again or is it to change the whole
social relations?
These are big questions out there and if we tremble and close our
eyes to them or bury our heads in the sand it's not going to make
the questions go arvay or change the mood of the masses one bit,
it's only going to allow the enemy to change things in a more
backward direction, which doesn't mean that the inevitable is not
inevitable and won't occur, but it will have to occur in another
spiral. And, if over the long run we persist in this kind of idealism'
we will degenerate and yet another time the Party of the working
class will have to be formed to lead the struggle to revolution.
That's just how basic this question is This question of the
idealism and the kind of moralistic way of looking at that Orientation section is something that has existed, to one degtee or
another, on every level of the Party. The point is not that some
neoole have bad ideas and some of us knew better. That is not the
iroirit. fhe point is to sum up tendencies in general that exist
throughout the Party.
In icertain way we negated the old petty bourgeois style of doing
political work and a lot of moralism around the national question, a
lot of Bundism, etc. (tailing after bourgeois nationalism), we
negated it all right, but so far it's been a single level negation by and
large. A negation tending towards a loL of strong economist Lendenciei, that the way not to do petty bourgeois political work is not to
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do political work at all. Of course in the past the tendency towards
tailing after bourgeois nationalism and towards petty bourgeois
political work was often coupled with straight out econornist work
when we did take up the trade union struggle. The difference is that
now we're overwhelmingly concentrating ourselves and correctly so,

in linking up with the actual day to day struggle. But I think there
has been an undeniable tendency to narrow the scope of our work.
That's why we've had the mass line articles written in the way they
have been, that's why I wrote the article that I did. lPampblet ?lte
Mass Line and article "The Day to Day Struggle and the Revolutionary Goal," referred to earlier.l
And I think that one thing that needs to be deepened (and we
discussed it on the standing bodies, but it needs to be deepened
throughout the whole Party) is why is the center of gravity the
center of gravity? Why are we concentrating our forces there? And
what are we trying to accomplish by concentrating our forces
there? I spoke to that in a fair amount in that article that I wrote
and I don't want to repeat all that, but I think the point is the
center of gravity is the center of gravity because that is where in
fact the workers , as workers, are waging their battles and in the
embryonic way they are beginning to develop a sense of
themselves as workers by fighting against an opposing group of
employers, the way the Programme puts it. That's not the same
thing as class consciousness and we shouldn't think that it is, or
that the workers will achieve the class consciousness simply in
these struggles, no matter how well we do our work there. No matter how correctly we carry out agitation and exposure and propaganda around those struggles, they will not achieve class consciousness if we simply limit our forces to that.
So what needs to happen-and I think we began to do it with July 4th and a lot of the line struggle that went on around building
it-is that we need a further negation to carrying out the strictly
Marxist kind of work. We have to learn on the one hand how to
concentrate our work where the workers are, recogrrizing in fact
that they are waging their main battles in the economic struggles
and that it is there that presently they do begin to have that social
character of a class engaged in struggle with the opposing class.
We must concentrate our work there-but at the same time learn
to play the piano, be able to work in the best way among all strata,
in every major struggle against the enemy. We must concentrate
our worlc in the working class itself in those battles butat the same
time be able, as the Programme says, to develop the working class
movement in the fight against all oppression, be able to focus in on
major questions confronting the whole class and other sections of
the people, the major battles, and develop them, using the single
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spark method*, into campaigns of the whole class.
I Lhink again around July 4th we began to sharpen some of this
and understand that it was correct to negate petty bourgeois
political work, moralism around the national question, etc., but we
can't make a single level negation to have moralism about the working class. Moralism about the working class in the sense of not to
ever say workers are backwards about any questions. A moralistic
view of the question rather than a scientific one, doesn't see the
class in its potential, its historical mission, and ties in with the
whole kind of revenge idea which will lead-even if you do temporarily turn the world upside down-will lead to its being turned
back again. If your basic world view is simply that the workers are
better than the capitalists-and you can even extend it if you want
to say that they are better than the capitalists and therefore they
deserve to rule-all it will lead to is new bourgeois forces emerging
from within the working class. Rather than the correct materialist
view that our class occupies a certain position, has a certain relation
to the productive forces and to the development of society and a certain role to carry out that's qualitatively different than any previous
group in society. Unless that's what guides us in our orientation
we're going to be falling into right errors time and time again.
Actually facing where the class is, summing up more deeply
what the mood is, the contradictory moods and ideas that exist,
and being able to apply the materialist and dialectical method will
lead to less tailing, not to more tailing, and more to relying on the
masses of people-in the correct, political, scientific sense-rather
than to less relying on the masses of people. Because if we try to rely on that moralistic, religious faith we're going to get burned out
and people are going to get demoralized real quick and there has
already been some of that. On the other hand in examining the
mood of the masses and the development of the struggle, one thing
lo keep in mind as a very important point is the question of uneven
development, which doesn't only apply to contradictions between
imperialist countries, but applies to things in general. Thinls do
not develop in a straighb line and we have to arm the workers with
this understanding, and it's linked to the single spark method, too.
In other words, even on the level of the economic struggle, for example, viewing it from the point of view of the workers as a whole,
the workers oush forward in the coal fields and then thev're Dush*The Prcgrumme of the RCP describes this single spark method as follows: "to
mobilize the masses of workers to take matters into thel own hands and wase a
blow for blow struggle against the enemy, inside and outside the unions. To siize
on every spark of struggle, fan and spread it as broadly as possible throughout the
working class and among its allies. To build every possible struggle and build offof
it to launch new struggles. And through the course of this tp fan every spark of
consciousness, to identify and isolate the bourgeoisie and its agents, and unite all
struggles against this enemy. (p. 106-71
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ed back and then somewhere else they push forward-in the rubber
industry-and then they're pushed back in certain ways. It doesn t
go down that the whole working class advances as one wave
together simultaneously like that, nor does any section of the
working class advance consistently forward without going
backwards and forwards. That's the whole key to the single spark
method, we have to be able at any given time to see where the advances are coming and to be able to turn those into advances for
the whole class both in terms of winning as much as can be won
and in terms oI all the objectives, in terms of raising the general
level of consciousness and in terms of training and finding in the

course of these battles those who can become conscious forces and
conscious leaders. To do this we have to arm our own ranks and we
have to arm the masses with the understanding that things go for-

ward here and then back and forward and then back-but the
overall direction i.s forward.
There isn't going to be a July 4th demonstration every week or
every month or even every year. There was a certain sentiment,
not only among our own ranks, but among the workers, kind of like
"well, Jesus, what do we do now? That was a great thing, I wish we
could have another one of those things. Now I've got to confront
the problem in my shop where 987o of the people didn't go and T5%
aren't that interested in what happened there, or 5070 or whatever
it is." And I've heard it raised among some of the Party members,
like "I wish we had July 4th every month so we could do political
work," instead of understanding that we have to find the ways in
every battle to do Marxist work. Yes, there are political struggles
like that [July 4th] and I think that another thing we can accomplish by negating the negation is to do away with this refusal
to distinguish between economic and political struggle, because
there is economic struggle and there is political struggle. The point
of that is not to say that one is "better" than the other. But I think
that there are things which by definition do involve broader strata,
which do involve struggle with the bourgeoisie in a more broad
way about their basic policies and get more towards
the question of how the society is run. The point however is that
we have to wage political as well as the economic struggle, and
that in every struggle we wage, among whatever strata, while concentrating in the economic struggles of the workers at this time,
we have to do it in a strictly Marxist way.
Now I want to try to conclude here because we have to meet a
schedule. Having said all that L have, I want to conclude by talking especially about, and re-emphasizing again, the question of
looking to the qualitative changes within the quantitative build-up
for the big qualitative change. In line with this I warit to first of all
put oui one thing which we want to discuss in the meeting: We
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have discussed this on the standing bodies and felt that it was
something that we could and should aim for. It arose out of an article-an interview I think it was-that appeared in the newspaper
for the Cleveland and Northeast Ohio area. There was an interview
with a couple of workers and one of them said in the course of or at
the end of the interview-they were talking about what they had
learned, the inspiration they had gotten from July 4th-and one of

them said, "What I would like to see next year is a meeting of
workers from all over the country."
That got us to thinking. And what we felt we should be building
for and aiming for-and that it's realistic-is not just a mass
meeting in general, but a mass meeting of workers from all around
the country to actually form a national organization of workers.'
Now this is something we feel is not idealistic or a pipe dream. We
don't think it's something that has to wait until every area has an
area-wide IWO*, just like area-wide IWOs don't have to wait until
every industry has one. But we do think that we have to make
every gain that we can in strengthening the industry ones and in
builaing area ones (and I don't want to get into a long thing on
that not because we'll discuss it later in the meeting, according to
the agenda). But this is an example of the kind of thing of making
qualitative advances within the quantitative advances.
The key to it we feel is a political question, not the question of do
we have the ties and contacts, but the political question of can we
bring home to workers who would be the base of this organization
and consolidate in their understanding the question of what it
means for the working class to take up and lead the fight against
all oppression, to infuse its strength, discipline and outlook into
every battle and to develop key struggles into campaigns of the
class? Because if we can politically solve that question we can
develop such an organization. If we can't solve it, not only can we
not develop such an organization, but our work on other levels is
going to suffer for it, too. So we think this is an example of
*IWO refers to "interrnediate workers' orgadizations"-that is, organizations of
workers that are "intermediate between the Paaty and the trade unio[s (and other
similar mass organizations of workers)."(Programme of the RCP, p. 109.) The ParLy's Programme points out that "These organizations act as conveyor belts lidLing the Pady with the class as a whole. They are one important organizational
form in which communists can unite with advanced workers to build the united
frolt againgt imperialism under proletarian leadership and develop i[to com'
munists the advanced workers who continually come forward in struggle." (Pro_
gramme, ibid,lln fact the establishment of such a national organization ofworkers
was achieved with the founding of the National United workers Olganization
(NUWO) in Chicago Labor Day weekend, 19?? at a conference attended by nearly
1500. This was an important advance for the working clas6, despite the in'
t€rference and sabotage of the revisionist clique within the RCP, which first at'
tacked and then tried to pervert for thei own reformist and rcactionary purposes
the building of this organization.
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qualitative change within the quantitative build-up and something
that we can and should and hopefully will struggle hard to build
for, sometime probably late next summer.
There are other points that I could make but I'm sure in the
course of the discussion that they'll come out so I just want to end
on this one point here. That's this question about keeping to the
high road. I think that in talking about Comrade Gert Alexander*
this was something that characterized her whoie life and her role in
the movement and I think it's something that has to characterize
any group that seeks to play the role that we have to play.
In analyzing the question of the collapse of the Second International and why all these groups ended up in cowardly betrayal (or
almost all of them) and fell in line with their own rulers, Lenin
showed how the roots of this lay in the long-standing policy of
class collaboration and compared it to an abscess which is building
up, and again the qualitative leap came when the war broke out
and that burst the abscess and there was no way at that point that
you could eliminate the infection, you had to sever yourself from
those that were infected in that way and for whom the abscess had
burst. I think that we have to understand the similarities and differences with our own situation.
The similarity is in the objective development of things. Lenin
showed how in the period really since the 1870s, with the development of this system into its highest stage, there was again a period
of relatively peaceful development-development of monopolies,
the grabbing of colonies, etc. It was a period in which the struggle
between classes was not eliminated, in fact it was sometimes
sharp*but nevertheless it was another one of those nonrevolutionary situations as opposed to a ripened situation, a nonripe situation, and one that was a protracted non-ripe situatron,
characterized by the growing strength of the monopolies and of the
ruling classes in those countries.
So the similarity lies in the question of the relatively protracted
period of non-ripe situation and a growing strength, relatively, of
the ruling classes. However what is different from that period to
this is th;t the situation then was that the groups that beionged to
the Second International, the Social-Democrats, had in most
cases-though not so in the case of Russia, but in the more
"democratic" countries especially-had established themselves as
leaders of large unions, had won positions in parliarnent and so on.
This became-not inevitably, but in dialectical relation with their
outlook-it became the basis of their class collaboration. Lemn
never said that it was inevitable that thev developed class collaborationist policies because they had peo-ple in pirliament and
led the unions. But he pointed out that unless they waged a strug*A veteran comrade who died iIr April,

1976.
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gle and rooted themselves among the masses of workers and
understood that this peaceful development could only be temporary-even if it lasted for several decades-that they were
bound to degenerate.
The difference though, between that situation and ours today is
that it has not been the case with the development of the struggle
in the imperialist countries over the last period that the newly
emerged Marxist-Leninist forces-those who stand, or claim to
stand, on the basis of Mao Tsetung Thought-are in the position
where they have a large base in the working class, developed
leadership over a large section of it in the form of trade unions,
positions in parliament, what have you. (Of course revisionist parties in several countries are in this nosition. but their "abscess"
has long since burst, and for some time there has been no question
of unity between them and genuine Marxist-Leninist forces as
there was with the Social-Democrats before WW 1.) In fact. these
new Marxist-Leninist forces have grown out of basically a nonproletarian movement and have been confronted with the question
of how to establish a base in the proletariat. And they have been
confronted with it in a situation which increasingly, in the past few
years, has been rnarked not only by the restoration of capitalism in
the USSR, but by the real emergence and pushing out of that country together with the decline of this country-the two growing
hand in hand-the growing contention, and the prospect loomrng
on the horizon clearer and clearer in the immediate oeriod
ahead-by that I mean more like five to ten years than 30 or i0-of
that leading to world war.
In the face of this the overall problem is how do you make that
break, how do you make that leap, coming from the kind of movement that characterized not only this country but most of the
same kind of countries in the '60s, the general question is how do
you make that leap to actually link up and establish a base in the
working class while continuing on the road towards the final goal.
That has been an overall and difficult nroblem that most of tirese
groups wreck their ships on the rocks of. Now a particular form
that this is taking is saying, "we don't have time for that, we don't
have time to dig roots, to link up with the mass workers struggles,
to do the patient day to day work and so on because the world is
going to go up in smoke and the tanks are going to roll this way
and China is going to be attacked before we can develop any base,
the parties loyal to the Soviet social-imperialists have too strong a
hold on the working class and therefore we don't have time for that
so we have to find some other way." It's the panicking in the face
of this and the giving up on persevering in the correct kind of work
because you look at the situation and you see what's looming and
sav we don't have time.
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This is exactly how the point of sticking to the high road is linked to the question of understanding, yes, the question of quality
within quantity, but also the question of the big change and as

Lenin said the possibility of an immediate or very quick change
from a non-ripe to a ripe situation. And that even if when the outbreak of such a world war occurs there is not yet a revolutionary
situation and you don't have such wide and deep roots, if you've
been carrying out the kind of policies that the Bolsheviks carried
out and that we're talking about carrying out-making every
possible link with every struggle, carrying out the three objectives-then, when the situation changes, not only can the objective
situation change dramatically and the mood of the masses change
dramatically-but the position of the subjective forces can change
dramatically. (That's the point of Lenin's statement about how the
Bolsheviks were laughed at before the 1905 revolution-were called a small sect, with several hundred this and several thousand
that, etc.-see point six in the paper).
For example, the Bolsheviks grew by 10 times in the period of
six months when the situation ripened fully in the period of 1917
(they also grew tremendously in the period of 1905 as Lenin
pointed out.) And it was because they had carried out that kind of
line that they were able to bring those who came forward into their
ranks and to place those who had been trained during the other
period at the head of the working class and to bring with them the
working people in Russia in their great majority. They seized the
time exactly because they had stuck to this policy and hadn't said
"oh well, we don't have time, things are just shaping up too fast."
It wasn't even until after 1912 that the Bolsheviks really got back
on their feet. They suffered a tremendous defeat in the revolution
of 1905. From 1908 to 1912 there were desertions in everv which
way, among intellectuals, demoralization even among the workers
who had been in there and so on. I think the key to understand all
this is t,hat that situation can not only change dramatically in
terms of the objective situation but along with that if we've laid
the basis for it, the subjective forces can change tremendously and
can seize the opportunity when it is ripe. And if they don't they
will throw away the opportunity when it is ripe.
So the point that I want to conclude on is-it's not a question of
memorializing or raising to a principle being small, or taking a
stupid line like "we must try to see that in every area the Party is
as small as possible." That's not the point. The point is that there
are objective laws of development and we do in a sense have to
uphold what objectively will make us relatively small for a period
of time-as compared to bourgeois parties, social democratic
groupings that may arise, whatever-while trying to be as large as
we can on the correct basis at any given time. And the way we do
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that, like I said, is by linking up with every battle and striving to
fulfill the three objectives: or to put it another way, while being
relatively small, for a period ahead (we can't predict for how
long),how d.o we wage big battles together with the masses? How
can we be relatively small and be able to unite with millions, not
around our full Programme but around whatever are the marn
questions confronting the masses and the things that can be turned into campaigns? How do we apply that principle of uniting all
who can be united, marshal and concentrate our forces, infuse the
strength, discipline and revolutionary outlook of the working class
and wage big battles, both in terms of what they represent
politically and in terms of the masses who are drawn into them?
How do we recognize that we are going to bq relatively small but at
the same time consistently strengthen our own ranks both in the
sense that we add to them, bring forth out of these battles new people, bring them closer and bring them into the Party; and also that
we become stronger in the sense that ideologically, politically and
organizationally the numbers that we do have are strengthened?
So that's the key question.
That's what's meant by sticking to the high road. And I think
that's a tough road to take, but it's the only one, as I tried to point
out, that will in fact lead us to resolving this thing in the only way
that it can be resolved. It's the only way that another group won't
have to come behind and say, "well, we have to sum up their
negative experiences and learn not to fall into the pitfalls that they
fell into." I don't think we were joking when we said this is the second time the Party of the working class has been formed in this
country and it's going to be the last time. And I think it's true
what it says in the paper about this being the spiral that may lead
to the development of a revolutionary situation in this country.
It's going to raise at least the prospect in many countries and very
possibly in this country the prospect of the ripening of that situation. And whether that comes sooner or whether that comes later
it's a question of waging big battles and strengthening our own
ranks, making every possible link and carrying out the three objectives and persevering in that road until we achieve victory.
So I'll conclude these remarks with that.

SUMMARY OF MAIN POINTS OF
DISCUSSION AND DECISIONS
OF CC MEETING
Two Carnpaigns Arouhd Line, Propaganda, Agitation and
Party Building
The meeting summed up that the launching of the campaigns
around mass line and the international situation has been an important advance, that these two questions are in fact the key ones
today for the whole Party and advanced people around us to be
struggling over for higher understanding, and that the use of
Reuolution to promote these campaigrrs had further improved its
role in giving leadership to the advanced section of the class. Still,
it was agreed that there were real and important weaknesses rn
how these campaigns have been taken up throughout the Party,
and that this must be changed if we are to have more than just a
series of articles but a real campaign involving the whole Party
and many around us.
The Mass Line

In order to really develop this question into a campaign, il is
necessary to discuss uiy we are taking up the mass line in the first
place. Failing this, a tendency has arisen to approach the mass line
as simply a set of techniques or tactics to advance the struggle.
This is not the point. This misunderstanding has resulted in a
tendency to see the March 19?6 article (on methods) as more important than the first article in December 1975.
In order to correctly grasp the real significance of a/l these articles and really apply the mass line, it is important to see the
points raised in the first article as basic. It takes up the question of
why the mass line is a revolutionary weapon, not a gimmick. It is
the rnethod to use in resolving the contradiction between the inevitability of revolution and the fact that today the broad masses
are not convinced of the necessity of revolution. It is based on the

fact that independent of anyone's wishes, capitalism inevitably

produces exploitation, oppression, crisis, and war.
Taking up the mass line means taking up how to root our actions

and policies more and more in an understanding of the laws of
capitalism and the class struggle, so we can develop tactics, but
more importantly so we can guide the struggle towards its inevitable goal of revolution. This means, as the articles point out,
carrying out all three objectives in the course of struggle, not just
51
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the first one or two, in order to maximize the gains at every point
in the struggle in preparing for the final goal.
With this in mind the body took up the need to improve our work
with the advanced, and the general question of Party building,
which, it was pointed out, did not end with the formation of the
Party. The importance of the summation of work with the advanced called for in the last national [internal] bulletin was stressed. So
was the need to pay more attention to the theoretical struggle, including training the advanced forces in the science of revolution in
the course of struggle.
It was decided that bodies on all levels should specifically sum
up where things stand on recruitment and make concrete plans to
push ahead on this front. While we do not have a revisionist "opendoor" policy of bringing in everyone who wants to fight the
capitalists, it was pointed out that neither should we erect all sorts
of unnecessary barriers to bringing in new members, especially
workers. We should recruit workers who have a basic and firm
understanding of the main points of the Programme: of the need
for the working class to overthrow capitalism and move on to
classless society, of the need for the dictatorship of the proletariat,
of the need for a Party and its role in the struggle, of the existence
of a science, Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought, that explains the laws of nature and society and is the key to mastering
these laws and a determination to grasp and thoroughly and consistently apply this science. (This does mean, for example, that if
people still believe in God, they should be struggled with over
this-but holding such beliefs means they are not yet ready to be
communists.) We should lay out to advanced people the need to
join the Party, and discuss with them a concrete plan for recruitment, including some study and discussion. But we should also
understand that the main bulk of people's training will be better
carried out inside the Party.
In the light of all this there was discussion of the development and
:use of Reuolution and other Party propaganda including pamphlets. It
was agreed that there had been real improvements in,?euolution" particularly in linking theory with practice, and that comrades welcomed
this and increasingly saw the paper as a source of guidance for their
work and study. While there must be still more improvements in the
paper, the key link now is getting down on the problem, in nurny c{rses a
growing problem, of unsystematic :use ofReuolution both internally
and externally. In part, this is an organizational problem, and
specific steps must be taken in every unit to organize distribution
and finances. But mainly it is a political question. The point is not
to make the main task of the Party newspaper vending, or to bog
everyone down in discussion of all the articles. The real need is to
arm the whole Party and all the advanced wiLh a cledrer understan-
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ding of the role of Reuolution as the organ of the CC, as a collective
propagandist and organizer that puts out the line of the Party on
major questions, and explains the basis of these lines and policies
and questions of theory. Carrying this out is closely linked to more
firmly grasping the need to train the advanced in the science of
revolution in the course of struggle, to explain the basis and think-

ing behind the actions and policies we adopt. All this is what
Reuolution and other Party propaganda are aimed at doing.
There was also discussion of the role of agitation and exposure
and, in particular, the local Workers. The need to grasp what Lenin
meant by communists being "tribunes of the people" was stressed,
together with the key role of broad agitation, of political exposures, of strictly Marxist materialist analysis bringing out the
class relations behind all events in society, and revealing the dark
forces behind them. In this light there was evaluation of the local
Workers. There has been real progress in the development of more
than 20 such papers, in their transformation into voices of the Party, and the establishment of a central news service.
Still there are problems, the key one being weaknesses in carrying out political exposures, particularly locally. Though there have
been exceptions, the general trend has been for the papers to consist of news service articles-some propaganda, some national
political articles and some on economic battles-plus local articles
mainly consisting of "work reports" from wheie we are and articles cheering on the workers in their local economic battles. This
undermines the ability of these papers to fill their potential as a
key local force-the voice of the Party, the voice of the working
class around every important struggle and social question in the
area. Combined with some propaganda articles and news service
articles that do exposures in a sharper way, still more directed to
the actual questions of the masses, these changes will help the
papers play an important role in stirring the workers' interest and
raising their class consciousness, and guiding their struggle.
In order to play this role, it is important for the political exposures in these papers to be timely. For this reason it was decided
that steps must be taken so that within six months to a year many
of these local papers come out every two weeks. And we must aim
within a year after that to have weekly papers. Obviously a
number of steps, including further development of the news service, are necessary to make this possible. But most important is
solving the problem of distribution and political use of the papers.
In order to avoid breaking the comrades' backs or turning
everyone into nothing but newspaper salesmen, new.methods of
distribution must be developed, but even more crucial these papers
and the kind of political exposure they must do must become much
more a part of the daily work of everyone where they are dcung
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their main work.
Camnaisn on the International Situation. War and Revolution
The discussion at the meeting brought out the need to go much
deeper and rnore thoroughly into this campaign and the questions
raised by it. In general this has been an even greater weakness in
the Party than the mass line campaign. It was agreed that an
understanding that the world is headed toward war, deeper crisis
and the potential for revolutionary struggle leads to the conclus.ion

that the line we take today, the steps we take in preparing, in
agitation, in training and educating our ranks and the advanced
are crucial in determining our ability to advance the revolutionary
interests of the class during a war.
The discussion also brought out the need to go beyond the basic
beginning of a simple class stand and class hatred for the
bourgeoisie around war and deepren this into a real class understanding of a complicated situation. This stands out clearly today in
understanding our line and policies and those of the Chinese. Whi.le
we can and do agree with the Chinese foreign policy of giving emphasis in the realm of state to state relations to making use of con-

tradictions between capitalist countries, opposing both super-

powers but giving special emphasis to opposing the Soviets who
pose a special threat to China, we cannot fall into the trap of making
this our general line for revolution in the U.S. We do not agree with

the line of OL and a number of Western European groups to
substitute this foreigrr policy (or some interpretation of it) for the
development of a revolutionary strateg.y in a Western imperialist
country. Given that both are based on genuine proletarian interna-

tionalism, the contradictions between the tasks of a socialist country and a proletariat out of power will not be antagonistic and will
both contribute to world-wide proletarian revolution.
The CC united on the call for a conference to widely debate these
questions, now scheduled for New York on October 16.* Building
for this conference must be the task of the whole Party-in
building for it we will concentrate our work among non-proletirian
strata (and in the general geographic area where it's being
held),but we must work to bring advanced workers and politically
prepare them for the conference (especially in the general area and
near-oy areas.)
The body also summed up that a failure to understand these
questions and their importance, linked to economist tendencies,
had already resulted in shortcomings in our daily practical
work-for example a failure to do as much as we could have in taking out and mobilizing around our line on Angola, Korea, and
*That conference was actually held on November 20. attended bv 2A00. Similar
wilh nearlv i000 uft"norn*.

conferences were held shortly after on the West Coast,

Africa.
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release and develop the initiative of the workers and is an organizational reflection of the theory of stages: economic struggle in the
shops for the masses; political struggle for the Party and a handful
of advanced.
In NY-NJ the UWO has established a number of industrial sections, but has not developed based on applying the correct
understanding of "overall role." Instead. there have been some
economist and syndipalist tendencies-as in the decision last
winter to make the main campaign of the UWO the fight against
"the bosses' productivity drive." Today this is an attack and a
battle shop by shop, and there can be no real meaning to making it
a class wide campaign. This kind of line reduces an area-wide IWO
into a coordinating center for industrial sections, not a class-wide,
industry-based group. From this experience it is important to sum
up why and how the whole of a class campaign (and the class struggle for that matter) is greater than the total of its parts.
The body also discussed the question of what makes an IWO a
"real" organization, as opposed to a concoction of ours that is only
a hollow shell involving no workers. This is especially important
given the fact there are bound to be ebbs and flows of activity and
membership, with changes in condition. An IWO is becoming real
in an industry or area as it begins to be seen as a social force-a
kind of proletarian pole-which is looked to and involves more
workers beyond a core as battles arise. This is in turn dialectically
related to the development of a core, which becomes larger and
more solid through our political work and struggle with people to
raise their consciousness and their sense of organizaeion. As this
process goes on the number of people who see this organization as
their own and act on this perception will grow. This is the path we
have to stick to, rather than just plodding along as if no results are
fine, or on the other hand giving up and abandoning this path,
retreating on the idea of IWO's, in the face of difficulties or setDaclts.

The CC also summed up that, linked with economist tendencies,
there had been a real problem in many areas of postponing off into
the indefinite future the task of building IWO's. Concrete plans
taking local conditions into account need to be made, but there is
no predetermined set of stages to be gone through before an IWO
can be built. And the task of forming and building these organizations is a real and specific task that must be taken up in the course
of building struggles and campaigns in an area or industry, even
where building or working in caucuses* is an indicated step.
* Caucuses are rank and file organizations of the workers which are generally less
permanent and more limited in scope than intermediate workers'organizationg.
The Programme of lhe RCP discusses in some detail the natureof, and differences
between, vaious forms of working class organization and their relationship to the
overall struggle of the working class. See particularly pages l0?-110.
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The meeting also took up the question of a nationwide intermediate workers organization, which is gone into later in this
report.

Struggles Arouud Unionization
There was discussion about the need to take up the task of
unionization in certain key industries, not as an end in itself but as
part of the broader working class struggle.
Amalgamation. The body agreed on the need to raise amalgamation into one union as a point for agitation in the electricaUelectronics industry. Seen in this light, and not as an end in itself or
even as the main and constant content of our work in this industry,
amalgamation can help build struggle, expose the hacks, and be
part of a prog?am that builds unity among workers in this industry.
The reason for raising this slogan in this industry, even while we
have opposed some of the merger moves by hacks in other unions
who seek financial gain and tighter control over the rank and file,
has to do with the particularities of this industry. It can be considered one industry and generally is by workers in areas where
different branches of it exist-all this in spite of the fact there are
many unions and different actual sections of the industry. The
hacks continue to carve at each other-at the expense of the rank
and file, And there is real sentiment about the need for unity in a
generally unionized industry where open shops are common, wages
are overall low and some plants have 15 or more union locals in
lnem.
Amalgarnation can be one way of bringing out the class interests
of the rank and file as opposed to the class interests of the hacks and
comparues.

We have no exact plan for amalgamation. That will have to
develop out of the concretes of struggle. It could mean
amalgamating into one of the existing unions, into a new AFL-CIO
union, or the formation of an independent union uniting the bulk of
the workers. In any case it could mean something radically different
than exists now, and it would mean openly battling every step of the
way for a class struggle union under rank and file control.
Amalgamation now is mainly an agitational slogan. But taking
it up now would indicate other concrete steps. We should develop
one nationwide newsletter, taking up all the questions facing
workers in this industry, includinpfam-algamation. Eventually we
should aim for one IWO for all sections of this industry. But its
main content now would be agitation in the course of concrete battles for unity in struggle-raising for example demands for common expiration dates, common rank and file meetings around contracts, and the principle that no one works while others are out on
strike.
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Organize the Unorganized
The CC also discussed the question of organizing the unorganized and the need to make particular breakthroughs on this as a
spark to the overall class struggle. The importance of taking these
battles up from the beginning as a part of the class struggle, and
not some separate, economist stage of unionization was stressed.
One of the questions gone into was the need to approach the

question of what kind of union-i.e. independent or AFLCIO-from this political perspective as well as by making a concrete analysis of concrete conditions-what are the real

possibilities, what are the sentiments of the workers? etc. We are
against dual unionism-which means ripping the advanced out of
already existing unions and isolating them from the masses of
workers-but this must not be confused with closing off our options in advance, or with viewing the AFL-CIO as "the center" of
the current movement and struggles of the working class. Taking
this kind of blanket view in advance would amount to "reducing
the class struggle to the struggle for control of the unions" and not
to the policy of "building its [working class] strength in the unions
as part of building its revolutionary movement." (Programme, p110)

No matter what approach is decided on in a particular case, the
struggle for unionization must be put from junp in the context of
the bigger class battle-including making it a question for IWO's
and forming new IWO's. We must gain experience in uniting with
broad sentiments, while from the beginning putting out an advanced line. This will make these struggles tougher, including subjecting them to more red-baiting. But this approach will help make
these battles real political advances for the class, and not "just
another union drive" as the union officials see it.

Youth Work
In the course of this past year, especially the last few months, we
have rnade real advances in assigning forces to this work, in
buiiding the beginnings of organization, and in bringing a significant number of working class youth to the Fourth [July 4th
demonstration]. Even though many of these youth were new, a
sigrrificant number showed enthusiasm for further organization
and struggle.
All this and the experience gained in building organizations like
Youth in Action is a very good ftst st€p. But it also must be noted that
a tendency has arisen that would have the effect of trying to consolidate
these current organizations and put off the formation of a Young Communist League (YCL) into the rather distant future. This has come out
among other ways, in the fact that "YIA" has become almost a single
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the YCL exists, the tasks among neighborhood and students will
differ somewhat. Reflecting that now, the student newspaper
Fight Back* must continue, and an additional communist newsletter must be developed, aimed mainly at the advanced youth
(ihough RSB members should also get it) and serving as an
organizer for the YCL. Once the YCL is founded there will need to
be separate neighborhood and campus chapters, and a general
structure kind of like a ladder-with these sections separate but
linked at area levels on up to the national level.
Elections
The meeting decided to enter into the political battle around the
elections. Comrades should discuss this question making use of
other Party propaganda on the elections, including Revolution ar'
ticles.

In particular the meeting decided to propose to UWOC that it
nationally initiate a series of demonstrations to be held in as many
cities as possible in late afternoon (around 5 p.m.) on election day.
Locally, the Party and as many mass organizations as possible,
especially workers' organizations, should join in sponsoring and
building these demonstrations. Other actions should be taken too,
including wearing armbands on election day with a general theme
like "they both stink," and struggling in union meetings to oppose
union contributions to the campaign and that money go instead to
support struggles or strike funds.
The demonstrations should have as their cutting edge the de'
mand for jobs. Their overall thrust should be along the lines of a
slogan (not yet formulatedf) that gets across the idea that the
working class has its own interests and must develop its own
struggle and not be rnade into a tail on the Democratic donkey, or
any other bourgeois party. While these are not "Don't Vote"
demonstrations, the point should be clear that these elections are a
trap and not the way forward.
While the elections and the Bicentennial are not the same, there
are a number of lessons from our work around the Fourth that do
apply and should be studied-especially around the fact that this
is a political struggle and around the relation between particular
demands and the overall political thrust.
In addition to joining in these demonstrations, the Party must
have its independent role around these elections. We must more
*With the formation of the RCYB ihe publi,cation oI Fight BdcA, the newspaper of
the old RSB, was discontinued; in the spring of 1978 the RCYB began publishing
its newspaper, r?euolutionary Communist Youth.
flhe actual slogan developed was "Politicians Figbt for $$ Interests, We Must

Fisht For Our Own!"

6i
deeply and thoroughly expose the real class content of these
events and show very concretely through down to earth political
exposure exactly how this election is part of the bourgeoisie's attempt to rally people around them, their rule, and their
"solutions." It is a big attempt to restore faith and confidence in
their leaders and their system in the face of political and economic
crisis. This is what is behind all the hullabaloo around the elections, the appearance of a "new face"-Jimmy Carter-and his insistence that "the issue" is faith and trust.
And beyond exposing the nature and role of particular politicians,
we must brirg out in a living way, and utilizing vivid examples, how
no matter what the intention of any bourgeois leader, capibalism has
its laws which fundamentally determine what is going to happen
around such things as unemployment and war and other attacks on
the masses. Through all this we must make it clear that choosing
between these guys is n,orse than useless, it's falling into a trap
they've set instead of building struggle against it.
To help bring out these points and the whole question of revolution, the Party must develop specific forms to play its independent
role, including a pamphlet, forums, etc. in addition plans are being
discussed for Comrade Avakian to make speeches on the elections
in several major cities.
The Functioning of Leadership and Methods of Leadership
The CC also reviewed and discussed the functioning of its standing bodies and of leadership generally throughout the Party.
Real progress has been achieved in establishing a unified Party
leadership nationwide. At the same time experience has been accumulated in the struggle to establish this and this must be summed up in order to advance.
It must be recog'nized that for leadership on every level (and lhis
applies in many ways to the basic units as well) there constantly exist contradictions between collectivity on the one hand and individual responsibility and division of labor on the other. There is
also the related contradiction between the overall role of political
leadership and particular responsibility to gr:ide work and assist in
making breakthroughs. Both aspects of each of these contradictions
must be paid attention to and the proper relation between them
must be constantly struggled for.
What is this correct relation? In an overall sense division of labor
and individual resDonsibilitv must exist to serve and further
develop'the main thing-the political collectivity of a body. Along
the same line it must be grasped that while going into pariicular
work to heip make a breakthrough has its real importance in its own

,s2
right, the main thing here too is the accumulation of experience to
be summed up and put to use overall politically through leadership
to the whole Party. And while leading comrades must not "sit in the
office and wait for reports" and must go deeply into particulars, the
main source of knowledge is the collective experience of the whole
Party summed up through its channels.
Handling these contradictions correctly, paying attention to
both aspects and their relation, leads to advances in building
Marxist-Leninist political leadership. Spontaneity around these
contradictions leads to breakdowns and will eventually lead to the
weakening of the unity of the Party and to incorrect lines. Leadership bodies may tend to become either petty bourgeois discussion
groups, taking up lines in only a general way (and sometimes even
this is not done) or they become more like trade union councils, bottled up in pragmatism and existing to take up mainly organizational details.
Establishing real political leadership can not be left to spontaneity or seen as simply the task of a few people. It is a real
political task and must be consciously taken up, studied, and
struggled over in the course of the work.
As a further point, the CC, in accordance with lhe Constitution,
called for elections to take place for branch leadership, following
the method of democratic consultation and coupled rvith a general
view of the functioning of the branch as a political unit, in accordance with the tasks laid out in Article 12 oI Lhe Constitution.

Build for the Founding Conference of a
National Workers' Organization!
Next year, late summer or early fall, the "workers' representatives" of the nation will assemble, making a summation of the
situation in the class, and charting key steps forward, forming the
fist of a nationwide, all industry workers' organization.
Spearheading class struggle, it will be a major instrument in
building the "struggle, class consciousness and revolutionary umty of the working elass and...its leadership in the united
The assembly will be both delegated and mass. It will build on
the advances made in the past period and fresh advances will be
achieved in the course of building for the assembly. For our Party
it represents the major undertaking of the coming year. For our
class it will be a historic stepping stone and a large caliber weapon.
It will be necessary to learn from the rich experience of July 4 in
building for. this assembly. Both achievements and shortcomings
need to be surnmed up. We did well but we need to do better.
While our work in building industry-wide and area-wide workers'
organizations has revealed many shortcomings, as discussed in the
report, the development of these organizations with a sigrrificant
life and initiative of their own and the leadership of the Party to
develop these political instruments to the fullest degree must be
significantly increased to insure a worthwhile assernbly. It would
be a serious mistake if existing and upcoming IWOs operated on
the premise that the plans for the nationwide assembly meant that
their tasks were reduced to the simply organizational, getting out
the word and making propaganda.
Forming this nationwide workers' organization is not, and must
not be viewed as a gimmick for "upping the ante" in the face of difficulties in building industry and area-wide IWOs. Just the opposite is the case-the building 6f the nationwide IWO is linked to
building industry and area-wide IWOs as key weapons for the
working class. On the other hand, if taken up in this way, the formation of the nationwide IWO will give further impetus to
building and strengthening the organization and struggle of the
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working class in a1l industries and areas. It will be in developing
political struggle in the industry or the area that shoots will be
developed and advances made. The opportunity exists to take a
giant step in the development of shop, industry and area-wide
IWOs as well as creating the tie that binds, a major embodiment of
linking the Party with the class nationwide.
Work must begin on this immediately after the elections. There
should be beginning discussions in the units summing up what can be
leamed locally from achievements and shortcomings in building for July 4, not as a thing in itself but with a view to how we can better build
for the assembly on a step by step basis. "Step by step" is stressed as it
won't do to view this as a ten month PR campaigrr. We must make this
conference part of the class struggle, linked to and flowing from every
battle. In this way it will represent a real qualitative leap in the class
struggle. And if we do not take this step, it will not just be a missed op
portunity for advance, it will rnean an actual setback in the struggle.
The center intends to stay on top of this campaign and timely sum-

uos and directives

will follow.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
I want to make a few points in conclusion, in summarizing the
main questions that we have dealt with here. We have achieved a
great deal and united around a deeper understanding of these key
points, so I just want to briefly summarize them.

First, we have deepened our grasp of the principle that
ideological and political line decides everything-of what this actually means and how important it is. Along with this we have
grasped more profoundly the crucial role of this body [the CC] as
the highest body of the Party (except the Congress which elects it
when it meets). We have come to see even more clearly our responsibilities and to grasp more firmly the meaning of the statement in
the report from the last meeting of this body [first CC report]:
"The Central Committee, as the highest body of the Party, has the
responsibility for making crucial decisions concerning the line and
tasks of the Party and the struggle of the working class. Those
selected for the Central Committee are entrusted, in a very real
sense, with the fate of the Party and millions of workers." Grasping this deeply relates directly to gtasping more deeply the principle that line determines everything. So that's the first point.
Second, and very closely linked with the first point, is the question of waging the theoretical struggle, arming our own
ranks-that is, the whole Party-and the masses with the scientific understanding representing our class. But we have only really
made the first steps in taking up and seriously waging this
theoretical struggle. I think we have all learned and come to see
more sharply that the role of theory, in building the revolutionary
movement of the working class, is crucial. And that any
downgrading of theory can only lead to prolonging the condition of
the working class as wage-slaves, can only prolong capitalism.
Because capitalism cannot be overthrown and abolished with
spontaneity, by the working class on its own, without theory to
guide it; and the Party cannot lead the working class in achieving
this without waging the theoretical struggle, together with the
economic and oolitical.
In fact, in order to build the struggle of the working class, both
the political and the economic, it is necessary to wage the theoretical
struggle. This means that we have to take up theory in a living way,
65
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not as dry dogma, but linked with the actual struggles of the
masses. At the same time, however, we do have to take it up, in one
sense, "in its own right," and not treat it as a "guide to action, " in a
narrow or l'ulgar sense. Marxism is a guide to action in the broadest
sense-in the sense of transforming the whole world through overthrowing capitalism and eliminating classes. Of course, Marxism
also provides the basis for developing tactics for advancing immediate struggles short of the revolutionary goal; but if it is reduced
to that-a guide to tactics in the day-today struggles-and if those

day-to-day struggles are separated from the revolutionary goal
which revolutionary theory reveals to us as necessary and inevitable, then things will turn into their opposite and instead of advancing we will be set back. Theory does represent one phase in the
continual spiral-practice. . . theory. . . again practice. . . etc.-and
as such is separate from practice, while at the same time dialectical-

ly related to it (forming a unity of opposites with it). So the two are
linked-theory and practice-and in order to develop ortr reuolutionary practice we have to take up the theoretical struggle, master
theory always more deeply, in a living way; otherwise our practice
will degenerate into reformist practice. And that is why I say that if
we downgrade the importance of theory, of waging the theoretical
struggle, we will be condemning the working class to prolonged suffering under capitalist rule. That's the second point, and it's a very
imDortant one.
fhird, we have deepened our understanding of the importance of
building the political as well as the economic struggle of the working class; and along with this of working among all strata, in all
social movements, in every struggle, with the revolutionary aim in
mind and conducting all our work in a "strictly Marxist" way, to
build toward the revolutionary goal. Along with this we have seen
the importance of making the distinction between economic and
political struggle, without flipping back and saying "the economic

struggle

is not important" or "we can't raise political

con-

sciousness in waging the economic struggle." What is this distinc.
tion? The economic struggle is basically the struggle over wages,

working conditions, etc., while the political struggle can be
roughly defined as the struggle against the bourgeoisie and its
state over questions of policy, how the country is run-in other
words, struggle to influence the affairs of state. As I said in my
earlier remarks, the political struggle does tend, more than the
economic, to raise the basic question of how the whole society is
run and in whose interests. And in the political struggle, as Lenin
pointed out, the working class much more comes into contact with
and joins with other classes and strata-and in the process,
especially if the working class Party carries out its work correctly,
the working class learns more about the features of these different
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Worher especially, of the many instances of national oppression.
And we have summed up, and deepened our grasp of the fact,
that without carrying out the correct line of our Party on the fight
against national oppression, we cannot strengthen the core of the
united front, build the united front as broadly as possible and cannot, in the final analysis, carry through the struggle to achieve the
revolutionary goal. That is just how important this question is. So,
as we've said, what is called for is not a flip back to the old tendencies-in particular tailing after bourgeois nationalism-but actively building the fight against national oppression in line with the
general interests and guided by the outlook of the working class.
Since, as I pointed out in the paper, we cannot assign a lot of forces
to this struggle now, this is also a question of waging big battles
when our forces are small-of applying the mass line and carrying
out the strategic line of united front against the imperialists under
proletarian leadership.
Fourth, I want to sum up a few things about this question of

rightist idealism and the related question of pragmatism.
Pragmatism, as we point out in our Progrannme, means essentially,
"whatever works is true, so just go along with whatever works at
any point, don't sum up and don't investigate the actual basis of
things, the principles underlying thern, the laws governing
them"-pragmatism actuaily denies that such laws exist.
Pragmatism has been a problem in our work, not only in building
the economic struggle, but in the political struggle as well, and we
must get at it and root it out.
But pragmatism is not the exact same thing as the rightist
idealism we have focused on in this meeting. Pragmatism is, in the
fundamental sense. idealism. because it denies that there are laws
governing the development of things, which, in the final analysis,
amounts to denying the existence of the objective world indepen'
dent of anyone's will. But the specific rightist idealism we have
correctly zeroed in on at this meeting is more in the form of
treating the "center of gravity" as everything and thinking that,
now that we have, correctly, concentrated in this "center of gravity," everything will move straight ahead-and nothing else should
be allowed to get in the way. We have talked about how this
sometimes takes a "left" form-the economic struggle is itself
"potentially revolutionary"-but mainly takes the openly rightist
form of neglecting, or abandoning in fact the revolutionary goal
and building the economic struggle as an end in itself.
This is idealist because it fails to recognize that the real world
consists of much more than the relationship between workers and
their employers, and it fails to take into account what I spoke
about earlier, in my remarks-that the operation of the laws of
capitalism (and the laws of development of society more generally)
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the working class-providing we carry it out corectly, which, as we
have discussed, is linked to summing up more deeply our work in
building IWOs in general, and especially to the role of these IWOs
in relation to the question of the working class leading the fight
against all oppression and infusing the strength, discipline and
revolutionary outlook characteristic of the working class. As we
have gone into in some depth here, the more we get down on and
make headway around this key political question, the more we will
be able to advance the work of building IWOs in general, as well as
successfully carrying out the formation of the National Workers
Organization, as a tremendous force for the class struggle (to use
the words of our Programme).
Finally, I want to end on this point about the high road. What

this means is sticking to the strategic orientation of making
revolution, refusing to "chase the wisp of painless progress," to
take the "easy road" of class collaboration and reformism. And I
want to emphasize once more that to do this means that we must
wage the theoretical struggle, in order to deepen the whole Party's
grasp-and raise the consciousness of ever broader numbers of
workers and masses generally-of the scientific principles revealing the laws governing the development of things. We cannot keep
to the high road through some kind of religious "faith," but only
through deepening our grasp of theory, while at the same trrne,
deepening our ties with the masses, especially the masses of
workers, linking up with and leading-in a strictly Marxist
way-their struggles. We cannot keep to the high road, either, just
by persevering-in the sense of "plugging along"-even if we combine this with more extensive study of theory, because that
amounts to breaking the link between theory and practice and cutting the connection between the day-to-day struggle-and the level
of the working class movement at any point-and the revolutionary goal.
What we have to do, what sticking to the high road means, rs
striving at every point to fulfill all three objectives, and striving to
make qualitative advances in building toward the revolutionary
goal; advancing step by step-without falling into any "theory of
stages"-waging big battles, together with the masses, and through
every battle strengthening not only the masses but our own ranks,
ideologically, politically and organizationally, This is the way to
maximize every possible gain at every point and make the greatest
possible preparation for the future. This is the meaning, and the importance, of taking and sticking to the high road, and ending with
an emphasis on that is a fitting conclusion to this meeting.

